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Introduction
SupportAssist is a proactive and predictive technology that provides automated technical support for your Dell PCs. It enables IT
administrators to manage their PC fleet from TechDirect anytime, anywhere.

When deployed, SupportAssist monitors each PC and proactively detects both hardware and software issues. Depending on
your service plan, when an issue is detected, SupportAssist automatically opens a support case with technical support and sends
you an email notification.

SupportAssist collects and sends the required information securely to Dell technical support. The collected information enables
Dell to provide you an enhanced, efficient, and accelerated support experience.

SupportAssist enables you to optimize your PC by removing unwanted files, optimizing network settings, tuning-up system
performance, and removing virus and malware. It also identifies driver updates available for your PC.

SupportAssist also collects telemetry, application experience, health, and security data proactively from your PCs and provides
various performance insights about your PCs, based on your service plan.

After you have deployed SupportAssist on your PCs, you can manage the PC fleet using Connect and manage in TechDirect.

Version
3.4.0.35707

New and enhanced features
● Support to deploy SupportAssist for Business PCs using Microsoft Intune.
● Support to immediately apply updated configurations to the PC fleet.
● Ability to enable temporary administrator access for the PC users to use SupportAssist.
● Support to verify integrity of components on PCs that have the Secure Component Verification (Cloud) entitlement.
● Performance improvements, user interface enhancements, and bug fixes.

Audience
The information in this administrator guide is intended for administrators, technicians, and partners who manage SupportAssist
on PCs running the Windows operating system.

Document purpose
This document provides information about:

● Managing your PC fleet and groups.
● Viewing and managing recommendations, health, security, and application experience for a single PC.
● Viewing and managing recommendations, health, and application experience for your PC fleet.
● Updating catalogs for your PC fleet.
● Managing remediation rules to identify and remediate issues with your PC fleet.
● Assessing the number of PCs at risk and acting on the potential security threats.
● Managing SupportAssist alerts in TechDirect or ServiceNow.
● Managing roles and permissions.
● Viewing key performance indicators that help determine the fleet behavior.
● Viewing the record of changes and activities performed for the Connect and manage service in TechDirect.
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For more information about SupportAssist for Business PCs, see the documentation resources and other useful links in
Resources.

Connect and manage capabilities and Dell service
plans
The following table summarizes the Connect and manage capabilities available in TechDirect for different service plans:

Table 1. SupportAssist capabilities available in TechDirect for Dell service plans 

Capability Description Contract Expired Basic ProSupport ProSupport Plus
and ProSupport
Flex for Client *

Manage PCs and
groups

View the PC fleet
inventory.

Create groups and
organize PCs.

View fleet
performance and
utilization.

View health data
for a single PC and
for your PC fleet.

Dell
Recommendations

View
recommendations
for a single PC and
for your PC fleet.

Remotely optimize
the PCs
based on the
recommendations.

Custom catalogs
for PCs connected
to Dell

Manage product
series or fleet
catalogs.

Manage model
catalogs.

Remotely deploy
custom catalogs.

Custom catalogs
for PCs not
connected to Dell

Manage model
catalogs.

Manually deploy
custom catalogs.

Remediation rules Manage
remediation rules
to identify and
remediate issues
with your PC fleet.

Application
experience

View application
experience data for
a single PC and for
your PC fleet.
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Table 1. SupportAssist capabilities available in TechDirect for Dell service plans (continued)

Capability Description Contract Expired Basic ProSupport ProSupport Plus
and ProSupport
Flex for Client *

Security Track and manage
the security of a
single PC and your
PC fleet.

Alerts Manage proactive
alerts. Proactive
issue detection
and resolution
help in automated
hardware failures
detection, case
creation, and
support.

Manage predictive
alerts. Predictive
issue detection
and resolution
help reduce
disruptions before
the occurrence of
hardware failures.
**

Schedule scans and
optimizations

Perform scheduled
scans to detect PC
updates and the
required system
optimizations.

Perform scheduled
scans to detect
hardware issues.

Automatic system
optimizations

Perform automatic
software
optimizations such
as cleaning
files, tuning
performance,
optimizing network,
and removing
viruses and
malware.

* ProSupport Plus and ProSupport Flex for Client service plans are available only in certain regions.

** Predictive analysis failure detection includes hard drives, solid state drives, and batteries.

NOTE: If autoforward is turned off in TechDirect for technical support or parts dispatch, you can review the alerts in the

Alerts page and determine if the alert should be forwarded to Dell or to a configured external solution. See Set alert rules.

NOTE: Premium Support service plan offers the same capabilities as ProSupport. Similarly, Premium Support Plus service

plan offers the same capabilities as ProSupport Plus.

Connect and manage roles in TechDirect
TechDirect enables organizations to designate administrators and add technicians under that administrator account.
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To add a company administrator, go to Utilities > Administrator Control Panel, and click ADD COMPANY
ADMINISTRATOR.

To add a technician, go to Utilities > Administrator Control Panel, and click ADD TECHNICIAN.

The following table summarizes the SupportAssist capabilities available for different Connect and manage roles in TechDirect:

Table 2. SupportAssist capabilities and roles in TechDirect 

Capability TechDirect
navigation

Description Connect and manage
administrator

Connect and manage
technician

Overview Connect and manage
> Manage PC fleet >
Connect and manage
PCs > Overview

View a summary of
various details about
your PC fleet.

Set up and connect Connect and manage
> Manage PC fleet >
Connect and manage
PCs > Set up and
connect

Configure
and download
SupportAssist to
centrally manage and
monitor your Dell PCs.

Requires permissions
from the Connect and
manage administrator.

PCs and groups Connect and manage
> Manage PC fleet >
Connect and manage
PCs > Manage > PCs

View the PC
fleet inventory, fleet
performance, and
utilization.

Create groups and
organize PCs.

Requires permissions
from the Connect and
manage administrator.

Recommendations Connect and manage
> Manage PC fleet >
Connect and manage
PCs > Manage >
Recommendations

View recommendations
for a single PC and
for your PC fleet
and remotely optimize
them.

Requires permissions
from the Connect and
manage administrator.

Update catalogs Connect and manage
> Manage PC fleet >
Connect and manage
PCs > Manage >
Update catalogs

Create, edit, and deploy
custom catalogs to
update your fleet of
PCs

Requires permissions
from the Connect and
manage administrator.

Alerts Connect and manage
> Manage PC fleet >
Connect and manage
PCs > Manage >
Alerts

Manage SupportAssist
alerts.

Requires permissions
from the Connect and
manage administrator.

Remediation rules Connect and manage
> Manage PC fleet >
Connect and manage
PCs > Manage >
Remediation rules

Manage remediation
rules to identify and
remediate issues with
your PC fleet.

Requires permissions
from the Connect and
manage administrator.

Application experience Connect and manage
> Manage PC fleet >
Connect and manage
PCs > Manage >
Applications

View application
experience data for a
single PC and for your
PC fleet.

Requires permissions
from the Connect and
manage administrator.

Health Connect and manage
> Manage PC fleet >
Connect and manage
PCs > Manage > PCs
> Inventory

View health data for a
single PC and for your
PC fleet.

Requires permissions
from the Connect and
manage administrator.
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Table 2. SupportAssist capabilities and roles in TechDirect (continued)

Capability TechDirect
navigation

Description Connect and manage
administrator

Connect and manage
technician

Security Connect and manage
> Manage PC fleet >
Connect and manage
PCs > Manage >
Security

Track and manage the
security of a single PC
and your PC fleet.

Requires permissions
from the Connect and
manage administrator.

Settings Connect and manage
> Manage PC fleet >
Connect and manage
PCs > Manage >
Settings

● Set an inventory
identifier to identify
PCs associated with
your PC fleet.

● Set alert rules.
● Set PC update

source.
● Integrate alerts with

ServiceNow.
● View and modify

Connect and
manage technician
roles and
permissions.

Performance indicators
(KPIs)

Connect and manage
> Manage PC fleet >
Connect and manage
PCs > Summary
> Performance
indicators (KPIs)

View an overview of
KPIs to help determine
the PC fleet behavior.

Requires permissions
from the Connect and
manage administrator.

Audit trail Connect and manage
> Manage PC fleet >
Connect and manage
PCs > Summary >
Audit trail

View a record of
activities performed
by the Connect and
manage administrator
and Connect and
manage technician.

Requires permissions
from the Connect and
manage administrator.

Supported systems
SupportAssist is supported on the following Dell devices:

● Laptops and desktops
○ Inspiron **
○ XPS
○ Alienware
○ Vostro
○ Latitude
○ Precision *
○ OptiPlex

● Docking Stations—For the list of supported docking stations, see Dell Commercial Docking Compatibility.

* Precision Rack and Tower workstations are not supported.

** SupportAssist is not supported on Inspiron 3420.

NOTE: SupportAssist is not supported on virtual machines.

NOTE: SupportAssist is not supported on PCs using the Advanced Micro Devices (AMD) processors.
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Dispatchable parts
When SupportAssist detects an issue on your PC, a replacement part may be automatically dispatched to you depending on your
PC service plan.

The following parts may be dispatched automatically:

● Hard drive
● Memory module
● Keyboard
● Mouse
● Battery
● Video card
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Overview
The Overview page provides a summary of various details about your PC fleet.

To view the overview, from the TechDirect dashboard, go to Connect and manage > Manage PC fleet > Connect and
manage PCs > Overview.

● Health—displays the overall health score, the number of unhealthy PCs, the number of PCs that need attention, the number
of healthy PCs, and the status for each category. Click the specific status to view information about the PCs on the
Inventory page.

● Application experience—displays the application experience score, the number of applications with issues, the number of
most used applications, and the status for each category. Click the specific status to view information about the applications
on the Applications page.

● Security—displays the security score, the number of PCs at risk, the number of PCs that need attention, the number of
PCs that are secure, and the status for each category. Click the specific status to view information about the PCs on the
Security page.

● Trend
○ Health—displays a trend chart of PCs that are healthy, needs attention, and unhealthy for the last 26 weeks (Weekly

view) or 30 days (Daily view).
￭ You can switch between View by PCs and View by score to view the data.
￭ Click a specific date or week to view more information about the PCs for the selected time period.
￭ In the View by PCs view, click a specific color-coded section in the trend chart to view detailed information about

the PCs on the Inventory page.
○ Application experience—displays a trend chart for applications with issues and most used applications for the last 26

weeks (Weekly view) or 30 days (Daily view).
￭ You can switch between View by applications and View by score to view the data.
￭ Click a specific date or week to view more information about the applications for the selected time period.
￭ In the View by applications view, click a specific color-coded section in the trend chart to view detailed information

about the applications on the Applications page.
○ Security—displays a trend chart for the security assessment performed on the PC, for the last 26 weeks (Weekly view)

or 30 days (Daily view).
￭ You can switch between View by PCs and View by score to view the data.
￭ Click a specific date or week to view more information about the PCs for the selected time period.
￭ In the View by PCs view, click a specific color-coded section in the trend chart to view detailed information about

the PCs on the Security page.
● Service plans—displays the number of PCs and the associated service plan of the PC. Click a specific color-coded section

to view detailed information about the PCs on the Inventory page. By default, the Service plans widget is not displayed.
You can view this widget by customizing the Overview page. See Customize the Overview page.

● Versions—displays the number of PCs and the associated SupportAssist version that is installed on the PCs. Click a
specific color-coded section to view detailed information about the PCs in the category, on the Inventory page. By default,
the Versions widget is not displayed. You can view this widget by customizing the Overview page. See Customize the
Overview page.

● Alerts—displays the number of dispatches and cases. Click a specific color-coded section to view detailed information
about the alerts on the Alerts page.

● PC recommendations—displays a list of recommendations that helps improve the PCs efficiency. Click the corresponding
link to view and act on each recommendation.

● PC utilizations—displays insights about the overall performance of the PC fleet. Click the corresponding link to view more
information about the fleet performance and utilization on the Inventory page.

● PCs connected to Dell—displays the number of PCs that are connected to Dell and the number of PCs that have not
connected to Dell from 30 days.

● Operating system versions—displays the number of PCs and the associated operating systems versions that are installed
on the PCs. It also displays the operating systems versions that are supported by SupportAssist. Click the specific category
to view information about the PCs on the Inventory page. By default, the Operating system versions widget is not
displayed. You can view this widget by customizing the Overview page. See Customize the Overview page.
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Customize the Overview page

About this task

You can show or hide the widgets, and move the placement of the widgets on the Overview page. You can only customize the
following widgets:

● Alerts
● PC utilizations
● PC recommendations
● Service plans
● Versions
● PCs connected to Dell
● Operating system versions

NOTE: The Health, Application experience, and Security widgets, and the Trend charts are not customizable.

Steps

1. From the TechDirect dashboard, go to Connect and manage > Manage PC fleet > Connect and manage PCs >
Overview.

2. Click Customize.

3. Customize the widgets as per your preference and click Done.
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Managing your PC fleet and groups
After you deploy SupportAssist, the PCs are automatically displayed on the Inventory page in TechDirect within 30 minutes
after they connect to the Internet. You can update the contact and shipping details, and SupportAssist preferences in the
SupportAssist configuration anytime. The updated configuration is automatically applied to the PCs immediately after they
connect to Dell. For information about configuring and deploying SupportAssist, see the SupportAssist for Business PCs with
Windows OS Deployment Guide available on the SupportAssist for Business PCs documentation page.

The Inventory page enables you to:

● View all the PCs in your fleet, and its health, performance, and utilization details.
● View recommendations, insights about PC health, and application experience for each PC.
● Create groups and organize PCs. See Groups overview.

To manage your PCs, from the TechDirect dashboard, go to Connect and manage > Manage PC fleet > Connect and
manage PCs > Manage > PCs.

PC fleet inventory
By default, the Inventory page displays information about your PCs.

The All PCs list displays information about all the PCs in your fleet. The Connected PCs list displays information about the PCs
that are connected to Dell. The Disconnected PCs list displays information about PCs that have not connected to Dell in last
30 days. For information about removing the disconnected PCs, see Remove disconnected PCs.

The following table describes information about PCs that is displayed on the Inventory page:

NOTE: The performance and utilization data are not available for PCs with Basic or Expired service plan.

Table 3. Inventory 

Column Description

Site Name of the site to which the asset is assigned.

Group Group to which the asset is assigned.

Service tag A unique five-to-seven digit-alphanumeric code which is found
on a white bar-coded label affixed on your Dell PC or
peripheral.

NOTE: To view the asset details, PC health details, and
to optimize the PC, click the Service Tag. See Managing a
single PC.

Asset tag Asset tag of the PC that helps to easily track and inventory
the PC.

NOTE: This column is displayed if you have selected
Asset tag as an asset identifier. See Set inventory
identifiers.

NOTE: To view the asset details, PC health details, and
to optimize the PC, click the Asset tag. See Managing a
single PC.

Hostname Unique hostname of the asset.
NOTE: This column is displayed if you have selected
Hostname as an asset identifier. See Set inventory
identifiers.
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Table 3. Inventory (continued)

Column Description

Region Region where the asset is present, for example, Americas.

Product type Type of Dell device, for example, Latitude.

Model Model of the PC, for example, Latitude 5400.

Service plan Service plan of the asset, for example, ProSupport Plus.
NOTE: A graphical representation of the numbers of
PCs and the associated service plans is displayed on the
Overview page.

Expiration date Date on which the service plan expires.

Version Version of SupportAssist installed on the PC, for example,
3.0.0.4.

Last contact to Dell Date on which the asset last connected to Dell Technologies.

OS Edition of Windows operating system installed on the PC, for
example, Microsoft Windows 10 Enterprise.

OS version Version of the Windows operating system installed on the PC,
for example, 1909.

PC Utilization* The extent to which a critical hardware component of the
PC is used. This is used to gauge the overall performance of
the PC. The utilization is categorized as follows based on the
criteria defined by Dell:
● Normal—average load on the PC is normal.
● Elevated—average load on the PC is increased.
● High—average load on the PC is at the highest level and

may affect the device performance.

CPU utilization* The average load on the processor of the PC over a selected
time period. The utilization is categorized as follows based on
the criteria defined by Dell:
● Normal—average load on the CPU is normal.
● Elevated—average load on the CPU is increased.
● High—average load on the CPU is at the highest level and

may affect the device performance.

GPU utilization* The average amount of video memory (VRAM) used over a
selected time. The utilization is categorized as follows based
on the criteria defined by Dell:
● Normal—average GPU utilization is within the normal

level.
● Elevated—average GPU utilization is increased.
● High—average GPU utilization is at the highest level which

may affect the device performance and can lead to the
video card to wear out sooner than expected.

Memory utilization* The amount of memory (RAM) installed on the PC and the
average amount of memory used over a selected time period.
Low memory or consistently high memory reduces the device
performance.

Installed memory* Size of RAM installed on the PC, for example, 32 GB.

Battery health* Average percentage of charge that the battery holds against
its designed capacity, when it is fully charged.

Battery runtime* Average number of hours the PC ran when it was not
connected to an electrical outlet.

Free storage remaining* Average storage remaining out of the installed memory.
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Table 3. Inventory (continued)

Column Description

PC age* Number of years/months/days since Dell shipped the PC, for
example, 3 yr, 6 mo, 7 d

OS crashes* Number of operating system failures that occurred on the PC.

App failures* Number of application failures that occurred on the PC.

Battery event* Number of errors or failures encountered by the PC battery.

Storage event* Number of errors or failures encountered by the PC storage.

Thermal event* Number of components that exceeded sustainable
temperature.

OS events* Number of errors or failures encountered by the operating
system.

Utilization events* Number of errors or failures encountered by a critical
hardware component of the PC.

System events* Number of errors or failures encountered by a key component
of the PC.

Health status* The overall health status of the PC fleet for the selected week
or day. The status is categorized as follows:
● Healthy—the health score is within 51-100, therefore the

PC is healthy.
● Needs attention—the health score is within 10-49,

therefore the PC needs attention.
● Unhealthy—the health score is within 0-9, therefore

the PC is not running optimally and affects the fleet
performance.

● Data unavailable—the health data was not received from
the PC.

Current health status* The current or last updated health status of the PC fleet
for the selected week or day. The status is categorized as
follows:
● Healthy—the health score is within 51-100, therefore the

PC is healthy.
● Needs attention—the health score is within 10-49,

therefore the PC needs attention.
● Unhealthy—the health score is within 0-9, therefore

the PC is not running optimally and affects the fleet
performance.

● Data unavailable—the health data was not received from
the PC.

* This data is collected only when the user has logged in and is actively using the PC.

NOTE: The health status and score of the PC are calculated based on various utilization parameters and not based on the

hardware failure alerts.

You can use the Filter option to filter and view specific information about the PCs, and use the Advanced Search option to
specify additional requirements for a search. The Inventory page also enables you to view the PC details weekly or daily based
on your preference.

To download the PC inventory data as a CSV file, from the Export list, select PC inventory.

You can enter the BIOS passwords that are required for BIOS updates in a spreadsheet. To download the spreadsheet, from the
Export list, select Central Resource Manager List. Enter the BIOS administrator passwords and import the spreadsheet in
Central Resource Manager. For information about how to install Central Resource Manager, see the SupportAssist for Business
PCs with Windows OS Deployment Guide available on the SupportAssist for Business PCs documentation page.
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Create a service request

Prerequisites

You must be signed in to TechDirect as a Connect and manage administrator or Connect and manage technician.

About this task

You can create a service request for connected PCs and submit it to Dell Technologies.

NOTE: You cannot create service requests for disconnected PCs.

Steps

1. From the TechDirect dashboard, go to Connect and manage > Manage PC fleet > Connect and manage PCs > Manage
> PCs > Inventory.
The Inventory page is displayed.

2. Locate the PC for which you want to create a service request, click , and then click Create service request.
The Create Service Request page is displayed.

3. Verify the Service Tag, select a group, and click NEXT.

4. Enter the incident and contact information.

5. Review the information that you entered and click NEXT.

6. Click SUBMIT.

Results

The service request is submitted to Dell Technologies.

Create dispatch request

Prerequisites

You must be signed in to TechDirect as a Connect and manage administrator or Connect and manage technician.

NOTE: To manage dispatch requests, you must enroll for the self-dispatch service in TechDirect.

About this task

You can create dispatch requests for parts if there is a hardware failure.

NOTE: You cannot create dispatch requests for disconnected PCs.

Steps

1. From the TechDirect dashboard, go to Connect and manage > Manage PC fleet > Connect and manage PCs > Manage
> PCs > Inventory.
The Inventory page is displayed.

2. Locate the PC for which you want to create a dispatch request, click , and then click Create dispatch request.
The Create Dispatch Request page is displayed.

3. Verify the Service Tag, select a group, and click NEXT.

4. Enter the incident and contact information.

5. Review the information that you entered and click NEXT.

6. Click SUBMIT.

Results

The dispatch request is submitted to Dell Technologies.
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Remove disconnected PCs

About this task

You can remove PCs that are no longer managed or used in your organization.

CAUTION: Ensure that you review the disconnected PCs before you remove them from the inventory.

Steps

1. From the TechDirect dashboard, go to Connect and manage > Manage PC fleet > Connect and manage PCs > Manage
> PCs > Inventory.
The Inventory page is displayed.

2. Select Disconnected PCs from the list.

3. Select the PCs that you want to remove and click Remove PCs.

Results

The selected PCs are removed from the fleet inventory, and the status is displayed on the Audit Trail page.
NOTE: If SupportAssist is installed on the PCs, removing the disconnected PCs from the inventory will not uninstall

SupportAssist on the PCs.

NOTE: If a disconnected PC was unintentionally removed, you must reinstall SupportAssist. After the reinstallation, you can

manage the PC in TechDirect.

Groups overview

Site

When you configure and download SupportAssist from TechDirect using the Connect and manage administrator account, a site
is automatically created for that administrator.

When you deploy SupportAssist on PCs, all the PCs on which SupportAssist is deployed is displayed in TechDirect for that site.
By default, every site contains a Default group.

Groups

A group is a logical group of PCs within a site. You can create groups to organize the PCs during deployment or in TechDirect.
You can create one or more groups and organize your PCs within a site, but you cannot move PCs across groups in different
sites.

The Groups tab on the Inventory page enables you to create a group and organize your PCs.

NOTE: You require Connect and manage administrator rights to organize groups in TechDirect. Connect and manage

technicians can organize groups if permitted by the administrator. See Roles and permissions.

Create a group

Prerequisites

You must be signed in to TechDirect as a Connect and manage administrator or Connect and manage technician.

Steps

1. From the TechDirect dashboard, go to Connect and manage > Manage PC fleet > Connect and manage PCs > Manage
> PCs > Groups.
The Inventory page is displayed.

2. Click Create group.
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The Create a new group window is displayed.

3. Select a site and enter a group name.

4. Click Create.

Results

The group is created, and the default group configuration of the site is copied to the newly created group.

NOTE: If the primary and secondary contacts are different for PCs running Windows and Chrome operating systems,

ensure that you create separate groups and assign unique primary and secondary contacts for managing these devices.

Move assets between existing groups

Prerequisites

● You must be signed in to TechDirect as a Connect and manage administrator or Connect and manage technician.
● To move PCs from one group to another, the source and target groups must be within the same site.

Steps

1. From the TechDirect dashboard, go to Connect and manage > Manage PC fleet > Connect and manage PCs > Manage
> PCs > Groups.
The Inventory page is displayed.

2. Click Organize PCs.
The Organize PCs window is displayed.

3. Select one of the following options:
● By using online forms—to organize PCs by moving them from one group to another group in TechDirect.

You can move upto 5000 PCs by using online forms.

● By downloading and uploading a spreadsheet—to organize PCs by moving them from one group to another using a
spreadsheet.

You can move unlimited number of PCs by using a spreadsheet.

4. If you selected By using online forms, perform the following steps:

a. From the Site list, select the site.
b. From the From group list, select the group from which you want to move the assets.
c. From the To group list, select the asset group to which you want to move the assets.
d. Select the PCs that you want to move and click Move.

5. If you selected By downloading and uploading a spreadsheet, perform the following steps:

a. From the Site list, select the site.
b. From the Select group list, select the groups.
c. Download and update the inventory file, and then click Next.

In the spreadsheet, enter the group names in the To Group column. If you do not want to move the PC to another
group, leave the To Group cell blank.

d. Upload the inventory file and click OK.
The group names provided in To Group column are automatically created, if they do not exist.

Results

The PCs are moved to the new group.

Update site name

Prerequisites

● You must be signed in to TechDirect as a Connect and manage administrator or Connect and manage technician.
● To edit the site name, ensure that you have created one or more asset groups within a site.
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Steps

1. From the TechDirect dashboard, go to Connect and manage > Manage PC fleet > Connect and manage PCs > Manage
> PCs > Groups.
The Inventory page is displayed.

2. Locate the row where the details of the asset site that you want to update is listed, click , and click Edit.

3. Edit the site name, and click Save.

Update group name

Prerequisites

You must be signed in to TechDirect as a Connect and manage administrator or Connect and manage technician.

Steps

1. From the TechDirect dashboard, go to Connect and manage > Manage PC fleet > Connect and manage PCs > Manage
> PCs > Groups.
The Inventory page is displayed.

2. Locate the site that contains the group that you want to update and expand the site list.

3. Locate the row where the details of the group that you want to update is listed, click , and click Edit.

4. Edit the group name, and click Save.

Delete group

Prerequisites

● Ensure that the group that you want to delete does not contain any assets. To delete a group that has assets in it, move the
assets to another group. See Move assets between existing groups.

● You must be signed in to TechDirect as a Connect and manage administrator or Connect and manage technician.

Steps

1. From the TechDirect dashboard, go to Connect and manage > Manage PC fleet > Connect and manage PCs > Manage
> PCs > Groups.
The Inventory page is displayed.

2. Locate the site that contains the group that you want to delete and expand the site list.

3. Locate the row where the details of the group that you want to delete is listed, click , and click Delete.

NOTE: You cannot delete the Default group.
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Managing a single PC
SupportAssist for Business PCs enables you to view recommendations and perform remote optimizations on a PC. SupportAssist
also provides insights about PC health, application experience, and security data, that help manage your PC better.

To manage the PC, go to the Inventory page and click the Service Tag of the PC.

Details of a specific PC

Device details

When you click a Service Tag on the Inventory page, the following details are displayed:

● Device Overview
○ Model type—model of the PC, for example, Latitude 5400.
○ Service tag—unique five-to-seven digit alphanumeric code.
○ Asset tag—asset tag of the PC.
○ Express service code—unique numeric code that Dell uses to identify the PC.
○ Hostname—unique hostname of the PC.
○ Operating system—edition of Windows operating system installed on the PC, for example, Microsoft Windows 10

Enterprise.
○ OS version—version of the Windows operating system installed on the PC, for example, 1909.
○ System BIOS version—version of BIOS installed on the PC.
○ PC age—number of years/months/days since Dell shipped the PC, for example, 3 yr, 6 mo, 7 d.
○ Display—the display information of the PC.

● Service information
○ Service plan—service plan of the PC, for example, ProSupport Plus.
○ Warranty expiration—date on which the service plan expires.
○ Software version—version of SupportAssist installed on the PC, for example, 3.0.0.35.
○ Last contact to Dell—date on which the asset last connected to Dell Technologies.
○ Recent case details—case or dispatch request details and its status.

● Hardware configuration
○ Commodity name—components provided by Dell for the PC, for example, Touchpad.
○ Dell part #—unique identifier of the component.
○ Part description—unique description of the component.
○ PPID (Piece Part Identification)—unique number affixed to the components that can be used to identify and track

the component.
○ Age—the age of the component in month and year.
○ Manufacturing date—the month, date, and year in which the component was manufactured, for example, Jan 1, 2021.
○ Original configuration (as shipped)—indicates if the PC contains the components that was originally shipped from

Dell Technologies.
● Driver inventory

○ Category—category of the driver.
○ Name—name of the driver.
○ Current version—version of the driver.
○ Last release date—date on which the driver was released.

PC overview

The PC overview section enables you to view the following:

4
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● PC Health
● Application experience
● Security
● Recommendations

You can also view a summary of the PC health, application experience, and security in the respective widgets.

NOTE: To view the PC health, application experience, and security data, your PC must have an active ProSupport,

ProSupport Plus, or ProSupport Flex for Client service plan.

Table 4. PC overview 

Widget Assessment factors Scoring

Health—displays the health score of the
PC and the overall result of the health
assessment.

● Battery events
● Hardware utilization
● OS events
● Thermal events
● Storage events
● System events

The status and scoring is categorized as
follows:

● 51-100—PC is healthy.
● 10-49—PC needs attention.
● 0-9—PC is unhealthy and not

running optimally. This affects the
fleet performance.

● Data unavailable—health data was
not received from the PC.

Application experience—displays the
application experience score, number of
applications with issues, and the number
of most used applications.

● Most used applications
● Application context
● Application crashes
● PCs impacted by the application

crash

The application experience is considered
good when the score is greater than 10,
and is poor when the score is less than
10.

Security—displays the security score
and the overall result of the security
assessment.

● Anti-virus
● BIOS administrator password
● BIOS Verification
● Disk encryption
● Firewall
● Indicators of attack
● Trusted Platform Module
● Intel Management Engine

The status and scoring is categorized as
follows:

● 70-100—PC is secure and the risk is
minimal.

● 50-69—PC needs attention.
● 0-49—PC is at risk.
● Data unavailable—data was not

received from the PC.

Health of a specific PC

Related video: How to view health of your PC fleet using SupportAssist for Business PCs

The Health section of the PC overview page provides PC health data that helps you assess the overall performance of your
PC.

To view the health data, go to the Inventory page and click the Service Tag of the PC.

NOTE: The health data is collected only if:

● The user has logged in and is actively using the PC.

● Your PC has an active ProSupport, ProSupport Plus, or ProSupport Flex for Client service plan.

The Health section also displays a trend chart of PCs that are healthy, needs attention, and unhealthy, for the last 26 weeks
(Weekly view) or 30 days (Daily view). The trend chart is derived based on the overall result of the following health assessments
that are performed on the PC:

● Battery events
● Hardware utilization
● OS events
● Thermal events
● Storage events
● System events
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The status is categorized as follows:

● Healthy—the health score is within 50-100, therefore the PC is healthy.
● Needs attention—the health score is within 10-49, therefore the PC needs attention.
● Unhealthy—the health score is within 0-9, therefore the PC is not running optimally and affects the fleet performance.
● Data unavailable—the health data was not received from the PC.

You can click a specific color-coded section, or date or week, to view information about the performance of the PC.

NOTE: The health status and score of the PC are calculated based on various utilization parameters and not based on the

hardware failure alerts.

PC usage

The PC usage section provides an overview of system utilization and performance.

This section displays the following:

● PC utilization—the extent to which a critical hardware component of the PC is used. This is used to gauge the overall
performance of the PC.

● Memory utilization—the amount of memory (RAM) installed on the PC and the average amount of memory that is used
over a selected time period.

● CPU utilization—the average load on the processor of the PC over a selected time period.
● GPU utilization—the average amount of video memory (VRAM) used over a selected time.
● Disk—the amount of hard drive still available for file storage and the average hard drive activity over a selected time period.
● Battery health—average percentage of charge that the battery holds against its designed capacity, when it is fully

charged.

PC events

The PC events section provides an overview of events that contribute to your PC health score. PC events are system logs that
specify an event type, when it occurred, and the impact on your PC.

To view the event type, event description, and date and time on which the event occurred, select an event. The types of events
are as follows:

● Battery—number of errors or failures encountered by the PC battery.
● Storage—number of errors or failures encountered by the PC storage.
● Thermal—number of components that exceeded sustainable temperature.
● Utilization—number of errors or failures encountered by a critical hardware component of the PC.
● System Errors—number of errors or failures encountered by a key component of the PC.
● OS—number of errors or failures encountered by the operating system.

Application experience for a specific PC

Related video: How to view application experience for your PC fleet using SupportAssist for Business PCs

The Application experience section of the PC overview page provides insights on application usage and crashes that help
understand the PC performance. This data is collected only when the user has logged in and is actively using the PC.

To view the application experience data, go to the Inventory page and click the Service Tag of the PC.

The Application experience section also displays a trend chart for application crashes for 26 weeks (Weekly view) or 30 days
(Daily view). You can click a specific color-coded section, or date or week, to view information about application crashes and
most used applications.

Application crashes and most used applications

The Application experience also displays the type of application crash, reason for the crash, and when the crash occurred.

Additionally, this section also displays details about most used applications such as application name, version, crashes per
application, time spent on each application, average CPU usage, average memory usage, and average disk usage by the
application.
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Security for a specific PC

Related video: How to view security of your PC fleet using SupportAssist for Business PCs

The Security section of the PC overview page provides information about PC security that helps assess the risk to ensure that
the PC is free from vulnerabilities and threats.

To view the security data, go to the Inventory page and click the Service Tag of the PC.

NOTE: The security data is collected only if:

● You have deployed Dell Trusted Device on your PC fleet. For more information about Dell Trusted Device, see the Dell

Trusted Device manuals available on the Dell Trusted Device documentation page.

● Your PC has an active ProSupport, ProSupport Plus, or ProSupport Flex for Client service plan.

The Security section displays a trend chart for the last 26 weeks (Weekly view) or 30 days (Daily view). The trend chart is
derived based on the overall result of security assessments that are performed on the PC.

The following table describes the assessments that are performed on the PC and the associated results:

Table 5. Risk measurements 

Risk assessment factor Possible assessment results

Anti-virus ● Pass—anti-virus solution is installed and enabled.
● Fail—anti-virus solution is not installed and not enabled.
● Data unavailable—data could not be retrieved from the Dell

Trusted Device.

BIOS administrator password ● Pass—BIOS administrator password is set.
● Fail—BIOS administrator password is not set.
● Data unavailable—data could not be retrieved from the Dell

Trusted Device.

BIOS Verification ● Pass—BIOS verification test is pass.
● Warning—other failures detected during the verification.
● Fail—BIOS verification test is fail.
● Data unavailable—data could not be retrieved from the Dell

Trusted Device.

Disk encryption ● Pass—disk encryption is detected.
● Fail—disk encryption is not detected.
● Data unavailable—data could not be retrieved from the Dell

Trusted Device.

Firewall ● Pass—firewall solution is installed and enabled.
● Fail—firewall solution is not installed and not enabled.
● Data unavailable—data could not be retrieved from the Dell

Trusted Device.

Indicators of Attack ● Pass—no indicators of attacks detected.
● Warning—partial indicators of attacks detected.
● Fail—complete indicators of attacks detected.
● Data unavailable—data could not be retrieved from the Dell

Trusted Device.

Trusted Platform Module ● Pass—Trusted Platform Module is enabled.
● Fail—Trusted Platform Module is not enabled.
● Data unavailable—data could not be retrieved from the Dell

Trusted Device.

Intel Management Engine ● Pass—Intel Management Engine verification test is pass.
● Warning—other failures detected during the verification
● Fail—Intel Management Engine verification test is fail.
● Data unavailable—data could not be retrieved from the Dell

Trusted Device
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Component verification for a specific PC

The Component verification section of the PC overview page provides information about the components inside your PC
against the factory configuration.

To view the component verification data, go to the Inventory page or Security > Component verification page, click the
Service Tag of the PC, and select the Component verification option.

NOTE: The component verification data is collected only if:

● You have deployed Trusted Device on your PC fleet. For more information about Trusted Device, see the Trusted Device

manuals available on the Dell Trusted Device documentation page.

● The PCs have an active entitlement for Secure Component Verification (Cloud).

The Component verification section displays tiles for each component inside your PC. Each component tile displays the
component model number, revision, serial number, and verification status.

NOTE: PCs with multiple memory modules and fixed storage devices display each component on a single tile.

The following table describes the component verifications that are performed on the PC and the associated results:

Table 6. Component verification 

Component Verification results

CPU ● Verified—the CPU inside your PCs match the factory
configuration.

● Verification Error—the CPU inside your PC do not match the
factory configuration.

● Data unavailable—data was not received from the PC.

Onboard Networking ● Verified—the components inside your PCs match the factory
configuration.

● Verification Error—the components inside your PC do not
match the factory configuration.

● Data unavailable—data was not received from the PC.

Memory ● Verified—the memory inside your PCs match the factory
configuration.

● Verification Error—the memory inside your PC do not match
the factory configuration.

● Data unavailable—data was not received from the PC.

Motherboard ● Verified—the motherboard inside your PCs match the factory
configuration.

● Verification Error—the motherboard inside your PC do not
match the factory configuration.

● Data unavailable—data was not received from the PC.

Fixed Storage ● Verified—the fixed storage inside your PCs match the factory
configuration.

● Verification Error—the hard drive inside your PC do not match
the factory configuration.

● Data unavailable—data was not received from the PC.

System ● Verified—the system information of the PC match the factory
configuration.

● Verification Error—the components inside your PC do not
match the factory configuration.

● Data unavailable—data was not received from the PC.

Trusted Platform Module ● Verified—the trusted platform module inside your PCs match
the factory configuration.

● Verification Error—the trusted platform module inside your PC
do not match the factory configuration.

● Data unavailable—data was not received from the PC.
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Recommendations for a specific PC

To perform updates and optimizations on the PC, go to the Inventory page and click the Service Tag of the PC.

NOTE: You can view the recommendations for all the PCs, but can only perform the remote optimizations on PCs with an

active ProSupport Plus or ProSupport Flex for Client service plan.

You can initiate the following optimizations on PCs for maintenance purposes at regular intervals:

● Scan and install PC updates.
● Scan the PC for hardware issues.
● Clear temporary, redundant, and other unwanted files from their PC.
● Adjust the power settings, registry files, and memory allocations to fine-tune performance of the PC.
● Optimize network connectivity by adjusting the settings to have an efficient and reliable network.
● Isolate, remove, and restore files that are corrupted by viruses and malware to keep PCs secure.

NOTE: You cannot scan hardware and install PC updates when using a Remote Desktop Protocol (RDP) connection.

To initiate the optimizations, select the required optimization tasks and click Run tasks. When the PC is online and connected
to Dell, it checks for pending tasks. Depending on the SupportAssist configuration, the PC user is notified about the optimization
tasks or the tasks are performed in the background without user intervention. If the user is notified, the notification is displayed
for 90 seconds on the PC. The user can opt to defer the task twice, after which the task is performed automatically. If the PC is
unable to run the tasks, you can initiate the task again.

NOTE: The scan notifications are not displayed on the PC of the user if:

● The Display notifications option is disabled in the SupportAssist configuration.

● The PC is in presentation mode.

● The notifications in Windows action center are disabled.

● There was no activity on the PC for 15 minutes.

● The PC is locked or signed out.

After the optimization tasks are complete on the PC, a confirmation message is displayed on each tile.

NOTE: You cannot initiate another remote optimization when a task is queued or in progress.

NOTE: After drivers and downloads updates are complete, a message is displayed if a PC reboot is required. You cannot

perform other optimizations until you reboot the PC.
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Recommendations for your PC fleet
SupportAssist enables you to review the recommendations for the PCs and take action on them to keep your PCs running at
their best. These recommendations are displayed based on scheduled scans or the latest telemetry data that is collected from
the PCs.

To optimize the PCs, from the TechDirect dashboard, go to Connect and manage > Manage PC fleet > Connect and
manage PCs > Manage > Recommendations and select the site and groups from the Sites & groups list.

NOTE: You can view recommendations for all the PCs in warranty, but can only remotely optimize PCs with an active

ProSupport Plus or ProSupport Flex for Client service plan.

NOTE: If you have enabled Automatic Software Optimization for PCs in SupportAssist configuration, recommendations are

not displayed for PCs with an active ProSupport Plus or ProSupport Flex for Client service plan using that configuration.

Optimizations for such PCs are automatically performed during scheduled scans.

If there are any actionable recommendations available for your fleet of PCs, a quick view of PC recommendations is displayed on
the Overview page. Click the corresponding link to remotely optimize the PC fleet.

NOTE: When the PCs are online and connected to Dell, they check for pending tasks. Depending on the group

configuration, the tasks are performed on the PCs. If the PCs are unable to run the tasks within 72 hours, you can initiate

the task again.

NOTE: The scan notifications are not displayed on the PC of the user if:

● The Display notifications option is disabled in the SupportAssist configuration.

● The PC is in presentation mode.

● The notifications in Windows action center are disabled.

● There was no activity on the PC for 15 minutes.

● The PC is locked or signed out.

The following table describes the details of recommendation types that are displayed on the Recommendations page:

Table 7. Recommendations for your Dell PC fleet 

Tile Type of Recommendation Action

Drivers & Downloads
NOTE:
Recommendations for
Drivers & Downloads
updates are not
displayed if you are
managing PC updates
using custom catalogs.
You can change this
preference in the Set
PC update source
page. See Set PC
update source.

Indicates the number of updates available for
your PC fleet. You can filter for security,
critical, recommended, and optional updates.
● Critical—updates that are necessary to

ensure that the PCs are healthy.
● Recommended—updates that improve the

performance of your PCs.
● Optional—updates that you can choose to

install on your PCs.

To review the updates available, click REVIEW
UPDATES. To update the drivers, perform the
following steps:
1. Click REVIEW PC LIST.
2. Select the PCs on which you want to update

the drivers.
3. Click UPDATE.

NOTE: You may have to restart the PC to
complete the installation of certain drivers.

NOTE: You cannot install updates on PCs
when using a Remote Desktop Protocol
(RDP) connection.

Scan Hardware Indicates the number of PCs that have not
been scanned in x number of days, where x
denotes 30 days, 60 days, or 90 days.

To scan the PC hardware, perform the following
steps:
1. Click REVIEW PC LIST.
2. Select the PCs on which you want to run the

scan.
3. Click RUN.
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Table 7. Recommendations for your Dell PC fleet (continued)

Tile Type of Recommendation Action

NOTE: You cannot scan hardware when
using a Remote Desktop Protocol (RDP)
connection.

Clean Files Indicates the disk space that is cleanable
across PCs. This data is available for 30 days,
60 days, or 90 days.

To clean the disk space, perform the following
steps:
1. Click REVIEW PC LIST.
2. Select the PCs on which you want to clean

the disk space.
3. Click RUN.

Tune Performance Indicates the number of PCs that have not
been tuned for performance in x number of
days, where x denotes 30 days, 60 days, or
90 days.

To tune the PC performance, perform the
following steps:
1. Click REVIEW PC LIST.
2. Select the PCs on which you want to tune the

PC performance.
3. Click RUN.

Optimize Network Indicates the number of PCs that have not
been optimized for network settings in x
number of days, where x denotes 30 days, 60
days, or 90 days.

To optimize the network connectivity, perform
the following steps:
1. Click REVIEW PC LIST.
2. Select the PCs on which you want to optimize

the network connectivity.
3. Click RUN.

Remove Viruses &
Malware

NOTE: The virus
and malware removal
feature is not available
in certain regions, for
example, China.

Indicates the number of unwanted programs
available on PCs. You can also filter and view
the count of virus, malware, and Potentially
Unwanted Programs (PUPs).

To remove viruses, malware, or PUPs, perform
the following steps:
1. Click REVIEW PC LIST.
2. Select the PCs from which you want to

remove viruses, malware, or PUPs.
3. Click REMOVE.

NOTE: When you select a PUP for removal,
all the associated references are deleted.

NOTE: To cancel the update, select Queued from the Status list, select the updates that you want to cancel, and then

click Cancel. You cannot cancel updates that are in progress.

You can use the toggle key to switch between two views—Run remotely and View only.

● Run remotely—displays PCs that can be remotely optimized because they have an active ProSupport Plus or ProSupport
Flex for Client service plan.

● View only—displays PCs that cannot be remotely optimized because they do not have an active ProSupport Plus or
ProSupport Flex for Client service plan.
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Custom catalogs for your PC fleet
In Connect and manage, you can create, manage, edit, and deploy customized catalogs of the latest BIOS, driver, firmware, and
Dell application software updates. These custom catalogs help streamline the process of finding and determining PC updates
that are essential to keep the PCs secure and updated.

● If your PC fleet is connected to Dell, SupportAssist is installed on your PC fleet, and the PCs have an active ProSupport
Plus or ProSupport Flex for Client service plan, you can deploy the custom catalogs in Connect and manage. See Managing
catalogs for PCs connected to Dell.

● If your PC fleet is not connected to Dell, SupportAssist is not installed on your PC fleet, or the PCs have an active Basic or
ProSupport service plan, you can only deploy the catalogs manually. See Managing catalogs for PCs not connected to Dell.

To manage custom catalogs for your PC fleet, from the TechDirect dashboard, go to Connect and manage > Manage PC
fleet > Connect and manage PCs > Manage > Update catalogs.

NOTE: You require Connect and manage administrator rights to manage custom catalogs. Connect and manage technicians

can manage the catalogs only if permitted by the administrator. See Roles and permissions.

The following table summarizes the custom catalog capabilities available for different service plans:

Table 8. Custom catalogs capabilities and Dell service plans 

Update catalogs
management
mode

Service plans Catalog types Capabilities

Create, manage,
and download
catalogs

Deploy catalogs
manually

Deploy catalogs
remotely

PCs connected
to Dell and
SupportAssist is
installed on the PC
fleet

● ProSupport
Plus

● ProSupport Flex
for Client

Product Series

Fleet

Model

● Basic
● ProSupport

Product Series

Fleet

Model

PCs not connected
to Dell and
SupportAssist is
not installed on the
PC fleet

● Basic
● ProSupport
● ProSupport

Plus
● ProSupport Flex

for Client

Product Series

Fleet

Model

Managing catalogs for PCs connected to Dell
Related video: How to create and manage catalogs for your PC fleet using SupportAssist for Business PCs

If your PCs are connected to Dell, SupportAssist is installed on the PC fleet, and the PCs have an active ProSupport Plus or
ProSupport Flex for Client service plan, you can create, edit, manage, and remotely deploy the catalogs in Connect and manage.

6
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The PC updates can be managed using custom catalogs or by using Dell recommendations. See Set PC update source.

NOTE: You can manage custom catalogs only on PCs running SupportAssist for business PCs version 3.1 and later.

NOTE: Driver scans are supported, and PC users can perform driver scans on their PCs only if:

● You have allowed the PC users to open and run SupportAssist on their PCs.

● You have deployed the catalog remotely through TechDirect. See Deploy a catalog remotely.

● The PCs have an active ProSupport Plus or ProSupport Flex for Client service plan.

Create a new catalog

Prerequisites

You must be signed in to TechDirect as a Connect and manage administrator or Connect and manage technician.

About this task

If your PCs connect to Dell and if the PCs have an active ProSupport Plus or ProSupport Flex for Client service plan, you can
create a Product series, Fleet, or Model catalog.

● Product series—includes devices in your environment for a particular Dell business PC family.
● Fleet—includes all business PCs in your environment.
● Model—allows you to select up to 80 individual business PC device models.

NOTE: The Dell business PC models include Latitude, Precision, OptiPlex, and XPS.

Steps

1. From the TechDirect dashboard, go to Connect and manage > Manage PC fleet > Connect and manage PCs > Manage
> Update catalogs.
The Update catalogs page is displayed.

2. Click Create catalog.
The Create new catalog page is displayed.

3. In the Catalog type section, perform the following steps:

a. From the Select catalog type list, select Product series, Fleet, or Model.
b. If you selected Product series, from the Select family list, select the PC family.
c. Enter a catalog name and description.
d. Click Next.

4. If you selected Model, perform the following steps:

a. In the PC model selection section, select the PC family and the PC models that you want to include in the catalog, and
then click Next.

b. In the OS selection section, select the operating systems for the PC models, and click Next.

NOTE: You can select up to 80 individual business PC models. For more than 80 device models, create additional

catalogs.

5. In the Update type section, perform the following steps:

a. From the Select update type list, select the updates that you want to include in the catalog.

The PC updates include drivers, BIOS, firmware, and applications.

b. Click Next.

6. In the Criticality type section, perform the following steps:

a. From the Select criticality type list, select the type of updates that you want to include in the catalog.

Depending on the severity, PC updates are classified as follows:
● Critical—updates that are necessary to ensure that the PCs are healthy.
● Recommended—updates that improve the performance of your PCs.
● Optional—updates that you can choose to install on the PCs.

b. Click Next.

7. Click Create.
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Results

The catalog is created with the latest components preselected and is displayed in the Manage catalogs section of the Update
catalogs page.

Managing catalogs

After you create a catalog, you can manage the catalogs in the Manage catalogs section of the Update catalogs page.

Each catalog definition displays the catalog description, and the models and operating systems in the catalog. To view the
catalog description, list of models, and list of operating systems in the catalog, hover over the catalog name.

The following table describes the information that is displayed in the Manage catalogs section:

Table 9. Manage catalogs 

Column Description

Name Name that is assigned to the catalog.

Status The status of the catalog.

Type The type of catalog deployment, for example, Automatic.

Version The version of the catalog.

Last modified date The date and time on which the catalog was last modified.

Last modified by Name of the administrator or technician who last modified the
catalog.

You can also perform various actions on a catalog. To perform the following actions, click , and click the corresponding
action.

● View Archive—download or view the catalogs that you archived in the Production state.
● Create Draft—create another draft catalog. This replaces the existing draft with a new draft.
● Delete—delete the catalog definition and the associated catalogs in various states such as Draft, Test, and Production.
● Edit Definition—edit the catalog definition.

When a new version of the software component is available or the existing version is discontinued, a  icon is displayed. To

view the list of new or discontinued software components, expand the catalog definition and click the corresponding  icon.

To update the version that displays the  icon, perform one of the following steps:

● For catalogs in the Test and Production states, click , click Create Draft, and then edit the draft. See Modifying update
catalogs.

● For catalogs in the Draft state, delete the draft and create a new draft.

Catalog states

When you create a catalog, every catalog within the definition is assigned a state. You can assign each catalog to three states—
Draft, Test, and Production.

When you create a new catalog, the catalog is automatically assigned the Draft state. After approval, you can assign the
catalog to the Test state where you can test the PC updates. After testing is complete, you can assign the catalog to the
Production state.

Every catalog also displays the models included for that catalog and the operating systems. To view the list of models and
operating systems, hover over the catalog name. To view the catalog state, definition, and its status expand the catalog row.

The following table describes the different states available for a catalog and the associated actions available for each state. To

perform the associated actions, expand the catalog definition, click , and then select the corresponding action that you want
to perform on the catalog.
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Table 10. Catalog states 

State Catalog definition Available actions

Draft Draft Ready—a draft catalog is ready
to be tested.

● Delete—allows you to delete the catalog in the
Draft state.

● Change to Test—changes the catalog to the
Test state where you can test the PC updates.

● Edit Draft—allows you to update the type of
PC updates that you want to include or exclude
in the catalog. See Modifying update catalogs.

Test Download Ready—the catalog is ready
to be downloaded and tested on the
PCs.

● Create Download—prepares the catalog for
download.

● Download—allows you to download the catalog
to a local environment for testing. To download
the catalog, the catalog must contain at least
one selected update type.

● Delete—allows you to delete the catalog in the
Test state.

● Create Draft—replaces the existing draft with
a new draft as you continue testing.

● Change to Production—changes the catalog
to the Production state that you can use to
deploy on the PC fleet.

● Edit Test—allows you to update the type of PC
updates that you want to include or exclude in
the catalog. See Modifying update catalogs.

Production Download Ready—the catalog is
tested and is ready to be downloaded
and deployed on the PC fleet.

● Download—allows you to download the catalog
for deployment.

● Create Draft—replaces the existing draft with
a new draft as you continue testing.

● Move to Archive—allows you to archive the
catalog if you do not plan to use it anymore.

● Edit Production—allows you to update the
type of PC updates that you want to include
or exclude in the catalog. See Modifying update
catalogs.

When you select Edit Production, the
current catalog version is archived and a new
incremental version is created.

Modifying update catalogs

Before you deploy the customized catalog, you can modify the type of PC updates that you want to include or exclude in the
catalog.

To modify the type of PC updates, expand the catalog definition, select , and then select one of the following options
depending on the catalog states:

● Draft > Edit Draft
● Test > Edit Test
● Production > Edit Production

NOTE: When you select Edit Production, the current catalog version is archived, and a new incremental version is

created.

The PC updates that are displayed are based on your selections while creating the catalog. You can modify the components,
updates, and criticality. The latest updates are preselected by default. A roll-up count is also displayed for each filter option.

The following table describes the options that you can modify to include or exclude in the catalog:
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Table 11. Filter options 

Category Filter options Description

Component Display Selected Components that you have selected.

Unselected Components that you have not selected.

Version Latest Latest version of the components.

Recent Latest version and the previous two
versions of the components. The current
version of the component is selected by
default.

Older Components older than the n-2 versions,
where n is the latest version.

What's New New Availability New components that are available
when you create a draft or test
version of the catalog from an
existing production catalog. The latest
components are starred.

Discontinued Components that are no longer available.
Expand the list to review the alternate
components and select the appropriate
ones. The latest components are starred.

Model Names - Enables you to search for model names,
and view and edit the components for
those models.

NOTE: If you want to modify or
delete components for a model,
ensure that it does not affect any
other model.

Release ID - Enables you to search for release IDs. If
the release IDs do not have associated

software components, a  icon is
displayed.

Driver Pack ID - Enables you to search for a driver pack.
The Name column displays the software
components that are associated with the
release IDs in the driver pack.

Update Type Application List of Dell application software updates.

BIOS List of BIOS updates.

Driver List of driver updates.

Firmware List of firmware updates.

Importance Critical Updates that are necessary to ensure
that the PCs are healthy.

Recommended Updates that improve the performance
of your PCs.

Optional Updates that you can choose to install
on your PCs.

NOTE: The settings are not autosaved. You must click Save after you modify the settings.

The following table describes the information about the components and update packages:
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Table 12. Components and update packages 

Column Description

Name Name of the update package.

Type Type of the PC update, for example, Firmware.

Release ID Unique identifier of the update package.

Version Version of the update package.

Criticality Severity of the update package, for example, Recommended.

Release Date Date on which the update package was released.

Size Size of the update package.

Download updates to the network location

About this task

If you have chosen to store the updates in a network location, you must manually download the updates to that network location
before you remotely deploy the catalog using Connect and manage.

Steps

1. Download a catalog.

2. Optionally, Verify the catalog.

3. Extract the downloaded catalog file to a folder.
The following files are extracted:
● <catalog-name>.xml—the catalog definition file.

● UpdateCatalogs.Maker.exe—the executable file that reads the <catalog name>.xml file and downloads the update
packages.

● README.txt—a deployment instructions file.

4. Search for Command Prompt and click Run as administrator.

5. Type UpdateCatalogs.Maker.exe -c <catalog_definition_file> -t <specified network location>
and press Enter.

Results

The updates are downloaded to the specified network location.

Deploy a catalog remotely

Prerequisites

● You must be signed in to TechDirect as a Connect and manage administrator or Connect and manage technician.
● The catalogs that you want to deploy must be in the Test or Production states.
● The PCs that you want to update must be connected to Dell and have an active ProSupport Plus or ProSupport Flex for

Client service plan.
● If you specified a network location in Set PC update source, download the updates to the specified network location. See

Download updates to the network location.

About this task

After you create a custom catalog, you can deploy the catalogs remotely.

Steps

1. From the TechDirect dashboard, go to Connect and manage > Manage PC fleet > Connect and manage PCs > Manage
> Update catalogs.
The Update catalogs page is displayed.
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2. Click Deploy catalog.
The Deploy catalog window is displayed.

3. Select the catalog that you want to deploy.

4. From the Select site & group list, select the site and group to deploy the selected catalog.

5. Click Deploy catalog.

Results

The selected catalog is queued for deployment and may take several minutes to appear on the Deployment Status page
depending on the size of the catalog. The catalog is deployed when the PC is online and is connected to Dell.

Deployment status

The following table describes information about the deployed catalogs that is displayed on the Deployment status page:

Table 13. Deployment status 

Column Description

Name Name of the catalog that is selected for deployment.

Site Name of the site selected for deployment.

Group Name of the group within a site selected for deployment.

Version The version of the catalog state that is selected for
deployment.

Affected PCs The number of PCs on which the updates are queued.

Status The status of the catalog deployment. The status is
categorized as follows:
● Queued—when you deploy a catalog, the PC updates

are queued to run when the PC is online and connected
to Dell. You can cancel the PC updates only when the
deployment in the Queued status.

To cancel the catalog deployment, select Queued from
the Status list, select the catalogs that you want to
cancel, and then click Cancel.

● In progress—when the PC is online and connected to
Dell, the catalog is deployed on the PC fleet and the
In progress status is displayed. You cannot cancel the
PC update while it is in progress. After the updates
are installed on the PC, the number of Affected PCs
decreases.

After the catalogs are deployed, the status of deployment is
displayed on the Audit trail page. See Audit trail.

Managing catalogs for PCs not connected to Dell
If your PC fleet is not connected to Dell, SupportAssist is not installed on your PC fleet, and the PCs have an active Basic or
ProSupport service plan, you can manually select the PC models to create, edit, and download the catalogs in Connect and
manage, and then deploy the catalogs manually to your PC fleet.
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Create a new catalog

About this task

If your PCs do not connect to Dell, you can only create a Model catalog in Connect and manage. This catalog allows you to
select up to 80 individual business PC models such as Latitude, Precision, OptiPlex, and XPS. For more than 80 device models,
create an additional catalog.

Steps

1. From the TechDirect dashboard, go to Connect and manage > Manage PC fleet > Connect and manage PCs > Manage
> Update catalogs.

2. Click Create catalog.
The Create new catalog page is displayed.

3. In the Catalog type section, enter a catalog name and description, and click Next.

4. In the PC model selection section, select the PC line of business and PC models that you want to include in the catalog,
and then click Next.

5. In the OS selection section, select the operating systems for the PC models, and click Next.

6. In the Update type section, perform the following steps:

a. From the Select update type list, select the updates that you want to include in the catalog.

The PC updates include drivers, BIOS, firmware, and applications.

b. Click Next.

7. In the Criticality type section, perform the following steps:

a. From the Select criticality type list, select the type of updates that you want to include in the catalog.

Depending on the severity, PC updates are classified as follows:
● Critical—updates that are necessary to ensure that the PCs are healthy.
● Recommended—updates that improve the performance of your PCs.
● Optional—updates that you can choose to install on the PCs.

b. Click Next.

8. Click Create.

Results

The catalog is created with the latest components preselected and is displayed in the Manage catalogs section of the Update
catalogs page.

Next steps

1. Manage the catalogs.
2. Assign the catalogs to Draft, Test, and Production states.
3. Include or exclude the updates in the catalog.
4. Download and deploy the catalogs manually.

Deploying a catalog manually

To deploy a catalog manually, perform the following steps:

1. Download a catalog.
2. Optionally, Verify the catalog.
3. Download update packages.
4. Deploy the catalog.

Download a catalog

Prerequisites

● You must be signed in to TechDirect as a Connect and manage administrator or Connect and manage technician.
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● The catalogs that you want to download must be in the Test or Production states.

Steps

1. From the TechDirect dashboard, go to Connect and manage > Manage PC fleet > Connect and manage PCs > Manage
> Update catalogs.
The Update catalogs page is displayed.

2. Expand the catalog that you want to download, click , and then select Create Download.

To download a catalog, the catalog must be in the Download Ready status.

The status of the catalog changes from Creating Download to Download Ready.

3. Click  and select Download.
The Download catalog window is displayed.

4. Note the checksum value and click Download catalog.

Results

The selected catalog is downloaded on your PC.

Verify the catalog

About this task

After you download a catalog, to ensure the integrity of your download, you can verify the checksum value of the catalog.

Steps

1. Open Windows PowerShell.

2. Change directory to the folder where you have downloaded the catalog.

3. Type Get-FileHash .\<name_of_the_downloaded_catalog_file>.zip and press Enter.
The SHA-256 Hash value is displayed.

4. Compare the checksum value displayed in the PowerShell window with the value displayed in the Download Catalog
window.

Results

If the checksum values match, the downloaded catalog file is authentic and not corrupted.

Download update packages

Steps

1. Extract the downloaded catalog file to a folder.
The following files are extracted:
● <catalog-name>.xml—the catalog definition file.

● <catalog-name>.cab—supports signed CAB files when the Cab Creation in Zip feature is enabled.

● UpdateCatalogs.Maker.exe—the executable file that reads the <catalog name>.xml file and downloads the update
packages.

● README.txt—a deployment instructions file.

2. Search for Command Prompt and click Run as administrator.

3. Run the following commands along with UpdateCatalogs.Maker.exe:

● To view the help information, type -?, -h, or --help and press Enter.

● To specify the .xml file, type -c or --catalog <catalog_definition_file> and press Enter.

NOTE: If no catalog file is specified, <catalog name>.xml is searched in the current folder.

● To specify a target folder for the update packages, type -t or --target <path> and press Enter.

NOTE: If a target folder is not specified, the location of the UpdateCatalogs.Maker.exe is chosen by default.
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● The default baseLocation is https://downloads.dell.com. To define a new baseLocation, type -b or --
baseLocation <path> and press Enter.

● To perform a force-download if a software component installer exists and the download was ignored, type -f and press
Enter.

● To combine the .xml files from two or more downloaded catalogs, type -o or --combine <combineXml.xml> and
press Enter.

Deploy the catalog

After you have downloaded and extracted the update catalog, you can either host that catalog locally or use a deployment tool
of your choice to distribute it. Each endpoint must then be configured to point to the location of your update catalog.

The specified catalog is read, and the update packages are downloaded from https://downloads.dell.com or from the
specified baseLocation.
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Managing SupportAssist alerts
Hardware failure alerts generated by SupportAssist from connected PCs can be managed in Connect and manage or through an
external connected solution. You can manage the alerts for an individual site and group or for all the sites and groups.

If you have configured SupportAssist to manage the alerts in Connect and manage, all alerts are processed as per the
configured alert rules.

To manage the alerts in Connect and manage, from the TechDirect dashboard, go to Connect and manage > Manage PC
fleet > Connect and manage PCs > Manage > Alerts.

You can also configure the alerts to be managed through an external solution such as ServiceNow. See Connecting
SupportAssist alerts with external solutions.

Alerts overview

You can manage alerts generated by SupportAssist manually, or you can forward the alerts to Dell or to a configured external
solution. To view the alert details and manage them manually, go to the Alerts page in TechDirect.

If you are a Connect and manage administrator or if you are a Connect and manage technician who is permitted by the
administrator, you can take various actions on the alert. See, Alert actions.

By default, all alerts generated by SupportAssist are displayed in the Active alerts section of the Alerts page. If the alerts are
not closed or forwarded to Dell or ServiceNow within 60 days of alert creation, the alerts are automatically archived. You can
view and close these alerts from the Archived alerts section of the Alerts page.

The following table describes the information that is displayed on the Alerts page:

Table 14. Alerts 

Alerts details Description

Site Name of the site to which the PC is associated.

Group Group to which the PC is assigned.

Alert number The unique number that is assigned to the alert.
NOTE: To view the alert details and take action on the
alert, click the alert number. See Details of a specific alert.

Service tag A unique five-to-seven digit alphanumeric code which is
found on a white bar-coded label affixed on your Dell PC or
peripheral.

Asset tag Asset tag of the PC that helps to easily track and inventory
the PC.

NOTE: This column is displayed if you have selected
Asset tag as an asset identifier. See Set inventory
identifiers.

Hostname Unique hostname of the asset.
NOTE: This column is displayed if you have selected
Hostname as an asset identifier. See Set inventory
identifiers.

Alert type The type of alert—Technical Support or Dispatch.

Technical support alerts are the alerts that are created for
issues that may need further troubleshooting on the user PCs.
If required, the Dell technical support agent connects with

7
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Table 14. Alerts (continued)

Alerts details Description

the primary and secondary contacts that are mentioned in the
group configuration to resolve the PC issues.

Dispatch alerts are the alerts that are created when issues are
detected in a failing component of the user PCs. These issues
may require shipment of a replacement part depending on the
Dell business policies.

Commodity The hardware component on which the alert was generated.

Alert count The number of alerts generated on the components. The alert
count is incremented when an alert is generated or recurred
on the PC. However, the alert count is not incremented if the
same alert recurs within 24 hours.

For technical support alerts, the alert count includes the:

● Alert that first occurred on the PC for one or more
components.

● Number of alerts that have recurred for a component.
● Number of alerts appended from a different component in

the same PC.

For dispatch alerts, the alert count includes the:

● Alert that first occurred on the PC for one or more
components.

● Number of alerts that have recurred for a component.

To view the alert details, click the alert number. See Details of
a specific alert.

Last activity Date and time of the last activity on the alert.

An Overdue status is displayed when the alerts have
exceeded the inactivity period entered by the administrator
when the alert rules are configured. See Set alert rules.

Owner The owner of the alert. The following is displayed depending
on the ownership:
● If the alerts are not assigned, the Unassigned status is

displayed.
● If the alert is assigned to a technician, the name of the

TechDirect administrator or technician is displayed.

Alert created on Date and time when the alert was created on the PC.

Model Type of Dell device, for example, Latitude.

Region Region where the asset is present, for example, Americas.

Service plan Service plan of the asset, for example, ProSupport Plus.

Logged in user Details about the logged in user.

Details of a specific alert

When you click an alert number on the Alerts page, the following details are displayed:

● Service tag—unique five-to-seven digit alphanumeric code.
● Asset tag—asset tag of the PC.
● Hostname—unique hostname of the PC.
● Alert type—the type of alert—Technical Support or Dispatch.
● Last activity—date and time of the last activity on the alert.
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● Due date—date by which the alert must be resolved.
● Owner—the owner of the alert.

If you are a Connect and manage administrator or if you are a Connect and manage technician who is permitted by the
administrator, you can take various actions on the alert. See Alert actions.

The Overview section displays the following details about all the alerts created on the PC:

● Details—the alert description, details about the logged in user, and when the alert was created.
● Activity history—provides the record of activities on the alert.

Alert actions
When you select or click an alert number on the Alerts page, a list of actions that you can take on the alert are displayed.

The following table describes the actions available for every alert that is created in TechDirect:

Table 15. Alert actions 

Available actions Description

Change ownership Allows you to do one of the following actions:
● Take ownership—to assign the alert to yourself.
● Assign ownership—to assign an administrator, technician, or user as the

owner of the alert.
● Unassign ownership—to unassign the ownership of the alert.

Add notes Allows you to add details about the alert, for example, issue that was detected
or error information for investigation. The notes must not exceed 1000
characters.

Close alert Allows you to close the alert when the necessary action is taken to resolve
the issue. After the alert is closed, the administrator, technician, or Dell
Technologies cannot take any further actions on the alert.

Forward To Dell Allows you to add or update the contact and shipping information and
forward the support request to technical support. The contact and shipping
information is used by technical support to create support requests and ship
any necessary replacement parts.

NOTE: To avail the onsite services for entitled PCs, you can add notes to
request the service before forwarding the alert to Dell.

You can continue to monitor the progress of the support request from the
Technical Support page or Dispatch Summary page in TechDirect.

To view the Technical Support page, from TechDirect, go to Services >
Get Support and Replace Parts > Technical Support.

To view the Dispatch page, from TechDirect, go to Services > Get Support
and Replace Parts > Self-Dispatch.

Forward to ServiceNow Allows you to forward an alert to a configured external solution.
NOTE: If you are using the ServiceNow instance to manage alerts, and if
a technical support alert or incident is already open in ServiceNow for a
PC, the forwarded alert is appended to an existing incident in ServiceNow.
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Remediation rules for your PC fleet
Related video: How to create remediation rules for your PC fleet using SupportAssist for Business PCs

In Connect and manage, you can create remediation rules that help proactively identify and resolve issues or threats that occur
on the PCs.

A remediation rule is a mechanism through which you can run a diagnostic script to identify an issue proactively and if an issue is
detected, resolve the issue using custom signed PowerShell scripts.

The Remediation rules page enables you to create a remediation rule and view information about the rules that are created for
your PC fleet. You can define the rule to run for a specific site and group and at a specific frequency.

NOTE: You can only remediate PCs that have an active ProSupport Plus or ProSupport Flex for Client service plan.

NOTE: You require Connect and manage administrator rights to create and manage remediation rules. Connect and manage

technicians can create and manage remediation rules only if permitted by the administrator. See Roles and permissions.

To create and manage remediation rules for your PC fleet, from the TechDirect dashboard, go to Connect and manage >
Manage PC fleet > Connect and manage PCs > Manage > Remediation rules.

The following table describes the information that is displayed on the Remediation rules page:

Table 16. Remediation rules 

Column Description

Rule name Name that is assigned to a rule.

Rule type The scripting language in which the rule is written, for
example, PowerShell.

Created by Name of the administrator or technician who created the rule.

Created at The date and time on which the rule was created.

Last modified by Name of the administrator or technician who last modified the
rule.

Last modified at The date and time on which the rule was last modified.

Status The status of the rule depicting whether the rule is activated
or inactivated. You can use the toggle to activate or inactivate
the rule.

Create a remediation rule

Prerequisites

● You must be signed in to TechDirect as a Connect and manage administrator or Connect and manage technician.
● To remediate PCs, the PCs must run SupportAssist for business PCs version 3.0 or later.
● PCs must have an active ProSupport Plus or ProSupport Flex for Client service plan.
● The PowerShell script must be signed.
● To avoid issues with proxy connections, the PCs must connect to https://remediation.dell.com.

● For the diagnostic and remediation scripts to execute, the script must be self-signed or signed by a certificate authority,
and then deployed to all target PCs. For information about how to generate self-signed certificates, see New-Self Signed
Certificate.

These certificates must be imported to the target PC in the following locations:

○ [Certificates - Local Computer\Trusted Root Certification Authorities\Certificates]
○ [Certificates - Local Computer\Trusted Publishers\Certificates]
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● The remediation script executes only if the diagnostic script returns a nonzero exit code. Ensure that your diagnostic script is
configured to return a nonzero exit code if remediation is required. For more information about exit codes and using them in
your diagnostic and remediation scripts, see Returning an exit value.

The following example explains the use of exit codes in PowerShell scripts. This script returns an exit code value of 1 if
Chrome is running and an exit code value of 0 if Chrome is not running.

# If chrome is running return 1
if(Get-Process chrome)
{   
   Write-Host "Chrome is running"    
   exit 1
}
#  If chrome is not running return 0
else
{    
   Write-Host "Chrome is not running"    
   exit 0
}

About this task

Remediation rules help identify and remediate issues within your PC fleet proactively. You can remediate the PCs by uploading
diagnostic and remediation scripts to detect and resolve any issues that have occurred on the PC.

When the diagnostic script runs, the script must return a zero or nonzero code. Zero exit code depicts that there were no
issues detected and a nonzero exit code depicts that there were issues detected on the PC. Any nonzero exit code triggers the
remediation script that is uploaded to resolve the issues.

Steps

1. From the TechDirect dashboard, go to Connect and manage > Manage PC fleet > Connect and manage PCs > Manage
> Remediation rules.
The Remediation rules page is displayed.

2. Click Create rule.
The Create rule page is displayed.

3. Enter the rule name.

NOTE: Ensure that you enter a unique rule name between 3 and 50 characters that may contain alphabets, numbers,

space, and one of these special characters . , # ( ) - _ / &.

4. From the Activate list, select Yes to activate the rule.

NOTE: You can also activate or inactivate the rule from the Status column on the Remediation rules page.

5. In the If section, from the Sites & groups list, select the site and groups to which you want to assign the rule.

NOTE: The Sites & groups list displays only PCs that have an active ProSupport Plus or ProSupport Flex for Client

service plan.

6. In the When section, select the occurrence and frequency at which the rule should run.

NOTE: Rules can be run once or based on the selected frequency—daily or weekly, and in the morning (AM) or evening

(PM). Rules that are run during AM or PM are randomly assigned run times when the PC is turned on.

7. In the Then section, perform the following steps:

a. Test and upload a diagnostic script.

The diagnostic script runs as per the customized rule conditions to detect any issues that have occurred on the PC.

b. Optionally, enter a description for the diagnostic script.
c. Test and upload a remediation script.

If any issues are detected when the diagnostic script runs, this remediation script runs to resolve the issues.

d. Optionally, enter a description for the remediation script.
e. Preview the diagnostic and remediation scripts.

8. Click Save rule.
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Results

The remediation rule is saved and is displayed on the Remediation rules page.
NOTE: By default, the remediation rule is not applied to a new site or groups that are created after the creation of

remediation rule. You must edit the remediation rule to include PCs in the new site or group, to the rule. See Update a

remediation rule.

Details of a specific rule
When you click a specific rule name on the Remediation rules page, the details of the selected rule is displayed.

Overview

The Overview section displays a roll-up count of the number of PCs:

● On which the rule was triggered.
● On which no issues were detected.
● On which issues were detected.
● Which self-healed.

This data helps assess the number of PCs that were able to self-heal using the remediation script and the number of PCs that
need your attention. You can also modify the remediation script accordingly.

Details

The Details section information of the PCs on which the rule was triggered. The following table describes the information
displayed in the Details section:

Table 17. Details 

Column Description

Site Name of the site to which the asset is assigned.

Group Group to which the asset is assigned.

Service tag A unique five-to-seven digit alphanumeric code which is
found on a white bar-coded label affixed on your Dell PC or
peripheral.

Asset tag Asset tag of the PC that helps to easily track and inventory
the PC.

Hostname Unique hostname of the asset.

Model Model of the PC on which the rule was triggered, for example,
Latitude 5400.

Last run at The date and time on which the rule was last run.

Diagnostic status The status of the diagnostic script execution. The status is
categorized as follows:
● No issue—the diagnostic script executed successfully and

no issues were found.
● Issue detected—the diagnostic script executed

successfully and issues were found.
● Error—the diagnostic script execution failed due to

various reasons, for example, unsigned script or expired
certificate.

NOTE: Success or failure is determined by the exit
codes (zero or nonzero exit codes) that are generated
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Table 17. Details (continued)

Column Description

after executing the diagnostic scripts. See Exit codes in
PowerShell.

Remediation status The status of the remediation script execution. The status is
categorized as follows:
● Success—the issues that were found during the

diagnostic script execution were solved successfully using
the remediation script.

● Failed—the issues that were found during the diagnostic
script execution were not solved successfully using the
remediation script.

● Error—the remediation script execution failed due to
various reasons, for example, unsigned script or expired
certificate.

NOTE: Success or failure is determined by the exit
codes (zero or nonzero exit codes) that are generated
after executing the remediation scripts. See Exit codes in
PowerShell.

Update a remediation rule

Prerequisites

You must be signed in to TechDirect as a Connect and manage administrator or Connect and manage technician.

Steps

1. From the TechDirect dashboard, go to Connect and manage > Manage PC fleet > Connect and manage PCs > Manage
> Remediation rules.
The Remediation rules page is displayed.

2. Locate the row where the details of the rule that you want to update are listed, click , and click Edit.

3. Update the rule details and click Save rule.

Delete a remediation rule

Prerequisites

You must be signed in to TechDirect as a Connect and manage administrator or Connect and manage technician.

Steps

1. From the TechDirect dashboard, go to Connect and manage > Manage PC fleet > Connect and manage PCs > Manage
> Remediation rules.
The Remediation rules page is displayed.

2. Locate the row where the rule that you want to delete is listed, click , and click Delete.

3. In the Delete rule window, click Yes.
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Application experience for your PC fleet
Related video: How to view application experience for your PC fleet using SupportAssist for Business PCs

The Applications page enables you to track applications by usage, crashes, and memory utilization that helps understand the
performance of each application across the fleet. The application experience data is collected only when the user has logged in
and is actively using the PC. You can switch between the Weekly view or Daily view, based on your preference.

NOTE: You can view the application experience data only for PCs with an active ProSupport, ProSupport Plus, or

ProSupport Flex for Client service plan.

To view the application experience data for your PC fleet, from the TechDirect dashboard, go to Connect and manage >
Manage PC fleet > Connect and manage PCs > Manage > Applications.

The following table describes the information that is displayed on the Applications page:

Table 18. Applications 

Column Description

Application name Name of the application, for example, Zoom or Google
Chrome.

NOTE: To view the application utilization details and crash
details, click the application name.

Version Version number of the application.

Impacted PCs Number of PCs on which the application stopped responding.

Crash count Total number of times the application closed unexpectedly
across the PC fleet.

Application froze count Total number of times the application stopped responding
across the PC fleet.

Average time in foreground The average time duration in which the application is actively
used.

Average total running time The average time duration in which the application is running
in the background or foreground.

CPU The application load on the PC processor. The utilization is
categorized as follows based on the criteria defined by Dell:
● Normal—load on the CPU is normal.
● Elevated—load on the CPU is increased.
● High—load on the CPU is at the highest level and may

affect the device performance.

Memory paged The size of the paged pool. The paged pool is an area of the
PC virtual memory that is used for objects that can be written
to disk when they are not being used.

Memory non paged The size of the non-paged pool. The non-paged pool is an area
of the PC virtual memory that is used for objects that cannot
be written to disk, and must remain in physical memory as
long as they are allocated.

Memory (Working set) The size of the private memory space that is in use by a
particular application. This space is not shared or shareable
with other processes.

Network I/O The rate at which the applications are reading and writing
data for network input-output operations.
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Table 18. Applications (continued)

Column Description

Disk I/O The rate at which the applications are reading and writing
data for disk input-output operations.

When you click the Application name, the following details about the application are displayed:

● Application utilization—provides insights about application usage.
● Crash details—provides details about the following:

○ Process name—the name of the application that has crashed.
○ Process version—the version number of the application that has crashed.
○ Application error—the error that has occurred on the application.
○ Description—the error description depicting the reason for the application crash.
○ Impacted PCs—the number of PCs that are impacted due to the application crash. Click the roll-up count to view

details about the impacted PCs.
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Security for your PC fleet
The Security page displays information about the security health of your PC fleet and enables you to verify the integrity of the
components inside your Dell PC. See Security health and Component verification.

Security health
Related video: How to view security of your PC fleet using SupportAssist for Business PCs

The Security page displays information about the security of the PCs based on the security assessment that is performed
periodically. This information helps assess the number of PCs at risk to ensure that the PCs are free from vulnerabilities and
threats. You can switch between the Weekly view or Daily view, based on your preference.

NOTE: The security data is collected only if:

● You have deployed Dell Trusted Device on your PC fleet. For more information about Dell Trusted Device, see the Dell

Trusted Device manuals available on the Dell Trusted Device documentation page.

● The PCs have an active ProSupport, ProSupport Plus, or ProSupport Flex for Client service plan.

To view the application experience data for your PC fleet, from the TechDirect dashboard, go to Connect and manage >
Manage PC fleet > Connect and manage PCs > Manage > Security, and click the Security health tab.

The following table describes the information that is displayed on the Security page:

Table 19. Security 

Column Description

Site Name of the site to which the asset is assigned.

Group Group to which the asset is assigned.

Service tag A unique five-to-seven digit alphanumeric code which is
found on a white bar-coded label affixed on your Dell PC or
peripheral.

NOTE: To view the security information for a single PC,
click the Service Tag. See Security for a specific PC.

Asset tag Asset tag of the PC that helps to easily track and inventory
the PC.

NOTE: This column is displayed if you have selected
Asset tag as an asset identifier. See Set inventory
identifiers.

NOTE: To view the security information for a single PC,
click the Service Tag. See Security for a specific PC.

Hostname Unique hostname of the asset.
NOTE: This column is displayed if you have selected
Hostname as an asset identifier. See, Set inventory
identifiers.

Warranty plan Service plan of the asset, for example, ProSupport Plus.

Region Region where the asset is present, for example, Americas.

Model Model of the PC, for example, Latitude 5400.
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Table 19. Security (continued)

Column Description

Security score The score that enables you to determine the security risk level
of PCs in the fleet. The score is derived by performing the
following assessment factors:
● Anti-virus solution detected and enabled?
● BIOS administrator password set?
● BIOS Verification pass?
● Disk encryption enabled?
● Firewall solution is detected and enabled?
● Indicators of attack detected?
● Trusted Platform Module is enabled?

The score is categorized as follows:

● 70-100—PCs are secure and the risk is minimal.
● 50-69—PCs need attention.
● 0-49—PCs are at risk.

For more information about the security assessments that are
performed on the PC and the associated results, see Security
for a specific PC.

Weekly/Daily status The overall security risk status for the PC fleet for the
selected week or day. The status is categorized as follows:
● Secure—the security score is within 70-100 and therefore

the PCs are secure.
● Needs attention—the security score is within 50-69 and

therefore the PCs need attention.
● Risk—the security score is within 0-49 and the PCs are

the risk to potential threats.
● Data unavailable—data was not received from the PC.

Current status The current or last updated security risk status for the PC
fleet. The status is categorized as follows:
● Secure—the security score is within 70-100 and therefore

the PCs are secure.
● Needs attention—the security score is within 50-69 and

therefore the PCs need attention.
● Risk—the security score is within 0-49 and the PCs are

the risk to potential threats.
● Data unavailable—data was not received from the PC.

Component verification
Secured Component Verification (Cloud) is a supply-chain assurance offering that enables you to verify the integrity of the
components inside your Dell PC. The Component verification page displays information about the internal components of
the PCs based on the verification assessment that is performed. This information helps assess the number of PCs at risk
and ensures that the PCs internal components are not modified after shipping from the Dell factory. Secured Component
Verification (Cloud) verifies the following components:

● Processor (CPU)
● Trusted Platform Module (TPM)
● Fixed Storage
● Onboard Networking
● Memory (RAM)
● Motherboard
● System Information

NOTE: The component verification data is collected only if:
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● You have deployed Trusted Device on your PC fleet. For more information about Trusted Device, see the Trusted Device

manuals available on the Dell Trusted Device documentation page.

● The PCs have an active entitlement for Secure Component Verification (Cloud).

To view the component verification data of your PC fleet, from the TechDirect dashboard, go to Connect and manage >
Manage PC fleet > Connect and manage PCs > Manage > Security, and click the Component verification tab.

The following table describes the information that is displayed on the Component verification page:

Table 20. Component verification 

Column Description

Sites Name of the site to which the asset is assigned.

Groups Group to which the asset is assigned.

Service tag A unique five-to-seven digit alphanumeric code which is
found on a white bar-coded label affixed on your Dell PC or
peripheral.

NOTE: To view the component verification information
for a single PC, click the Service Tag. See Component
verification for a specific PC.

Hostname Unique hostname of the asset.
NOTE: This column is displayed if you have selected
Hostname as an asset identifier. See Set inventory
identifiers.

Model Model of the PC, for example, Latitude 5400.

Last Verified The date and time on which Secured Component Verification
Cloud was run on the PC.

Status The current component verification status for the PC fleet.
The status is categorized as follows:
● Verified—the components inside your PCs match the

factory configuration.
● Verification Error—the components inside your PC do

not match the factory configuration.
● Data unavailable—data was not received from the PC.
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Configuring settings
On the Settings page, you can configure the following settings:

● Select different options to identify your asset.
● Integrate the alerts with ServiceNow.
● View and modify Connect and manage technician roles and permissions.

To configure the settings, from the TechDirect dashboard, go to Connect and manage > Manage PC fleet > Connect and
manage PCs > Manage > Settings.

NOTE: You require Connect and manage administrator rights to configure the settings.

Set inventory identifiers
Inventory identifier is a unique device identifier used by your company to identify the assets associated with your company.

Prerequisites

You must be signed in to TechDirect as a Connect and manage administrator.

Steps

1. From the TechDirect dashboard, go to Connect and manage > Manage PC fleet > Connect and manage PCs > Manage
> Settings > Inventory identifiers.
The Inventory identifiers page is displayed.

2. Select one of the following options:
● Asset tag—asset tag of the PC that helps to easily track and inventory the PC.
● Hostname—unique hostname of the asset.

NOTE: Service Tag is a default identifier. Service Tag is a unique five-to-seven digit alphanumeric code which is found

on a white bar-coded label affixed on your Dell PC or peripheral.

3. Click Save.

Results

Along with the Service Tag, the PC details associated with the selected identifier are displayed on multiple applicable pages, for
example, Inventory page.

Set alert rules

Prerequisites

You must be signed in to TechDirect as a Connect and manage administrator.

About this task

You can configure rules to determine how SupportAssist alerts are handled in TechDirect. You can choose to retain the alerts
in the Alerts page or send the alerts to a configured external solution such as ServiceNow. You can also set a standard set of
rules for all PCs or customize the rules for a site and group.

Steps

1. From the TechDirect dashboard, go to Connect and manage > Manage PC fleet > Connect and manage PCs > Manage
> Settings > Alert rules.
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The Alert rules page is displayed.

2. From the Change alert rules list, select one of the following options:
● Set a standard rule for all PCs—set a common rule for all your PCs in the fleet.
● Customize rules for a group—customize the rule for a specific group in a site.

3. In the Inactivity period section, enter the number of days an alert can reside in the queue with no activity.
The alert resides in the queue for the number of days you have entered. After the inactivity period ends, a notification is sent
to the administrator and alert owner, and the alert status is displayed as Overdue in the Last activity column of the Alerts
page. See Alerts overview.

4. In the Technical support alerts section, perform one of the following steps:

Technical support alerts are the alerts that are created for issues that may need further troubleshooting on your PCs. If
required, the technical support agent contacts the PC user to understand and resolve the issues.

● Select Keep them in the Alerts page to retain the alerts in the Alerts page. You can review and take various actions on
the alert. See Alert actions.

● Select Forward them to another solution to send all technical support alerts to the configured external solution.

If you choose to forward the alerts to another solution, select the solution type and connected solution. For information
about how to create a new connection, see Connect to an external solution.

NOTE: If you want Dell Technologies to resolve the issue, select Dell from the Solution type list.

5. In the Parts dispatch alerts section, perform one of the following steps:

Dispatch alerts are the alerts that are created for issues with a broken part or component. This issue may require shipment
of a replacement part.

● Select Keep them in the Alerts page to retain the alerts in the Alerts page. You can review and take various actions on
the alert. See Alert actions.

● Select Forward them to another solution to send all technical support alerts to the configured external solution.

If you choose to forward the alerts to another solution, select the solution type and connected solution. For information
about how to create a new connection, see Connect to an external solution.

NOTE: If you want Dell Technologies to resolve the issue, select Dell from the Solution type list, and add or edit

the user group rule in the User group management section.

6. If the User group management section is displayed, perform the following:

Group rules are used for identifying the address for dispatch. When a SupportAssist alert is forwarded to Dell Technologies
for parts dispatch, the address information in the alert is compared with the configured user group rules. If a match is found,
the address information that is associated with that user group is used for parts dispatch.

a. Click Add user group rule.
b. Select the location, region, user group, time zone, relationship, and technician, and then click Add rule.

The rule is added, and the Alert rules page is displayed.

7. Click Save.

Set PC update source
You can manage the updates for your PC fleet using Dell recommended updates or using the custom catalogs.

Prerequisites

You must be signed in to TechDirect as a Connect and manage administrator.

Steps

1. From the TechDirect dashboard, go to Connect and manage > Manage PC fleet > Connect and manage PCs > Manage
> Settings > Set PC update source.
The Set PC update source page is displayed.

2. Select one of the following options:
● Dell recommended updates—get PC update recommendations automatically from Dell. See Recommendations for your

PC fleet.
● Custom catalog updates—update the PCs by creating, testing, downloading, and deploying custom catalogs on the PC

fleet. See Custom catalogs for your PC fleet.
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3. If you selected Custom catalog updates, you can specify a network location to save all the updates defined in the catalog.

NOTE: To download the updates, the specified network location should not be password-protected and must be

accessible from the PCs running SupportAssist.

4. Click Save.

Roles and permissions
TechDirect enables company administrators to designate Device Management Administrators and have Connect and manage
technicians added for the company account. The Connect and manage administrator can access and manage all SupportAssist
activities, whereas a Connect and manage technician has limited access to SupportAssist. The technicians can only manage
SupportAssist based on the permissions configured by a Connect and manage administrator.

The Define roles & permissions page provides information about the users listed for your PC fleet, their assigned, roles, and
so on.

To view and modify the roles and permissions, from the TechDirect dashboard, go to Connect and manage > Manage PC
fleet > Connect and manage PCs > Manage > Settings > Roles & permissions.

User details and permissions

The User details and permissions section provides information about the following:

● User—username of the TechDirect user.
● Roles—roles assigned to the user, for example, Connect and manage administrator.
● Email address—registered email address of the user.
● Site managed—the site managed by the user.
● Last visit—date and time on which the user last visited the SupportAssist Connect and Manage pages.
● Feature permissions—the permissions assigned to the user.

○ Default—permissions that are assigned to the user role by default.
○ Customized—permissions that are assigned to a specific user by the administrator.
You can click each permission to view the features enabled for the user.

Assign site ownership

To assign the site ownership between Connect and manage users, click , click Assign site ownership, select the user, and
then click Assign site ownership.

NOTE: You cannot assign site ownership if you are a partner or a client managed by a partner.

Manage user permissions

You can grant or revoke feature permissions for user roles.

1. Perform one of the following steps:
● Click Manage user permissions and select the user from the Select user list.

● Locate the user role for whom you want to manage the user permission, click , and then click Manage user
permissions.

2. Modify the permissions.
3. Click Save.

Features, roles, and permissions

By default, the Connect and manage administrator can access and manage all SupportAssist capabilities and features. You can
grant or revoke the technician permissions by selecting or clearing the corresponding check boxes. For more information about
SupportAssist capabilities and roles, see Connect and manage roles in TechDirect.
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Connecting SupportAssist alerts with external
solutions
If your organization uses ServiceNow for IT and Helpdesk management, you can integrate SupportAssist alerts with your
ServiceNow solution. Integration with ServiceNow creates an incident in ServiceNow when a SupportAssist alert is generated.

Connect to an external solution

Prerequisites

You must be signed in to TechDirect as a Connect and manage administrator.

Steps

1. From the TechDirect dashboard, go to Connect and manage > Manage PC fleet > Connect and manage PCs > Manage
> Settings > External solutions.
The External solutions page is displayed.

2. Click Connect to a solution.

3. Enter a solution name.

Ensure that you enter a unique name between 3-50 characters that contain letters, numbers, space, and one of these special
characters . # -

4. For SupportAssist to automatically create an incident in ServiceNow, perform the following steps:

a. Select Use ServiceNow Instance.
b. Enter the ServiceNow instance ID, username, password, and failure notification email address.

NOTE: If SupportAssist is unable to automatically create an incident in ServiceNow, an email is sent to the email

address provided in the Failure notification box.

NOTE: For a technical support alert, if an incident is already open in ServiceNow for a PC, the forwarded alert is

appended to an existing incident in ServiceNow.

c. Click Create a test incident in ServiceNow to send a test alert to your ServiceNow instance.

5. For SupportAssist to send alerts to ServiceNow by email, perform the following steps:

a. Select Use Email.
b. In the Alerts Notification box, enter the email address to which you want to send the SupportAssist alert details.

NOTE: A forwarded alert creates a new incident in ServiceNow.

c. Click Create a test incident in ServiceNow to send a test email to the email address entered in the Alerts
Notification box.

6. Click Connect.

Results

An external solution connection is created.

Edit an external solution connection

Prerequisites

You must be signed in to TechDirect as a Connect and manage administrator.

Steps

1. From the TechDirect dashboard, go to Connect and manage > Manage PC fleet > Connect and manage PCs > Manage
> Settings > External solutions.
The External solutions page is displayed.

2. Locate the row where the details of the connection that you want to update is listed, click , and click Edit.
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3. Update the solution name, instance Id, username, password, and failure notification email address, and click Save.

Delete an external solution connection

Prerequisites

● You must be signed in to TechDirect as a Connect and manage administrator.
● Ensure that the ServiceNow instance solution that you want to delete is not associated with any alert rule on the Alerts

page.

Steps

1. From the TechDirect dashboard, go to Connect and manage > Manage PC fleet > Connect and manage PCs > Manage
> Settings > External solutions.
The External solutions page is displayed.

2. Locate the row where the details of the connection that you want to delete is listed, click , and click Delete.

3. Click Ok.
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Data exports
In Connect and manage, you can download the data displayed on a specific page as a CSV file and work on the data offline.

If there are fewer than 5000 records, the data file is downloaded immediately to your PC. If there are 5000 or more records, the
data is queued for processing and may take a few minutes to be processed. After the data is processed, you can download the
data files from the Data exports page. A roll-up count denoting the number of data files that can be downloaded, is displayed
beside Data exports in the left pane.

NOTE: The data files are available on the Data exports page only for 24 hours and are visible only to the requestor.

To go to the Data exports page, from the TechDirect dashboard, go to Connect and manage > Manage PC fleet > Connect
and manage PCs > Data exports.

The status of the data exports and data downloads is displayed in the Operations view of the Audit trail page.

The following table describes the information that is displayed on the Data exports page:

Table 21. Data exports 

Column Description

Exported data The page from which the data was exported, for example,
Inventory - PC inventory.

Requested at The date and time on which the data export request was
initiated.

Download validity The date and time on which the data files expire. The data
files are available for download only for 24 hours from the
time the data files were created.

Status The status of the download request. The status is categorized
as follows:
● Success—the data was processed successfully and the

data files are available for download.
● In progress—the data processing is in progress.
● Failed—the data processing failed.

Actions The actions that you can take on the data file, for example,
Download. If the data processing fails, an error message is
displayed.
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Performance indicators
The key performance indicators (KPIs) help evaluate the effectiveness of the PC fleet. The Performance Indicators page
displays an overview of the KPIs that help determine the fleet behavior and overall impact on the productivity.

To view the KPIs, from the TechDirect dashboard, go to Connect and manage > Manage PC fleet > Connect and manage
PCs > Summary > Performance indicators (KPIs).

NOTE: You require Connect and manage administrator rights to view the key performance indicators. Connect and manage

technicians can view the KPIs only if permitted by the administrator. See Roles and permissions.

You can view the KPIs for a selected duration and also download a PDF copy of the KPIs overview.

PC fleet
The PC fleet section displays the following information:

● Installed PCs—displays the total number of PCs from the start to end of the duration.
● Connected PCs—displays the total number of connected PCs at the end of the duration. Connected PCs are the PCs that

have connected to Dell in last 30 days.

Alerts
The Alerts section displays the total number of predictive and proactive alerts that can lead to Technical Support alerts or
Dispatch alerts.

Predictive alerts are for ProSupport Plus and ProSupport Flex for Client service plans and are based on the PCs telemetry data
forecasting future events that may require your attention.

Proactive alerts are based on the current state of the fleet and may require additional action from your end.

PC updates
The PC updates section displays information about the following:

● Updates performed using Dell recommended updates—displays the total number of scans, total number of recommended
updates, and total number of updates installed on the PC fleet.

● Updates performed using update catalogs—displays the total number of catalogs that are created, the total number of times
the catalogs were deployed, and the total number of times the catalogs were downloaded.

Scans and optimization
The Scans and optimization section displays information about the scans and optimizations that ran on the PC fleet:

● The overall disk space that was recovered (in GB).
● The total number of unique PCs that were tuned for performance.
● The total number of unique PCs that were optimized for network settings.
● The total number of PUPs, virus, and malware removed from the PC fleet.

Remediation rules
The Remediation rules section displays information about the following:
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● The total number of times rules were triggered to detect an issue.
● The total number of issues detected.
● The total number of issues remediated.
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Audit trail
The Audit trail page provides a record of activities that are performed by SupportAssist, the Connect and manage
administrator, and the Connect and manage technician in the last 30 days. This helps in tracking, monitoring, and reviewing
all the actions performed on the PCs, when required.

To view the audit trail details, from the TechDirect dashboard, go to Connect and manage > Manage PC fleet > Connect
and manage PCs > Summary > Audit trail.

You can select a time range and view the audit trail in either Device view or Operations view.

Device view
In the Device view, you can view the activities that are performed or events that have occurred on each PC.

The following table describes the information that is displayed in the Device view:

Table 22. Device view 

Column Description

Site Name of the site to which the PC is assigned.

Group Group to which the PC is assigned.

Service tag A unique five-to-seven digit-alphanumeric code which is found
on a white bar-coded label affixed on your Dell PC or
peripheral.

Asset tag Asset tag of the PC that helps to easily track and inventory
the PC.

NOTE: This column is displayed if you have selected
Asset tag as an asset identifier.

Hostname Unique hostname of the asset.
NOTE: This column is displayed if you have selected
Hostname as an asset identifier.

Activity Type of activity performed by the administrator or technician,
for example, Remote Action.

Sub activity Type of sub activity that is associated with the Activity, for
example, Tune Performance or Remove Virus and Malware.

Action initiator The username of the administrator or technician who initiated
the activity.

Start date & time Date and time on which the action was initiated.

End date & time Date and time on which the action was completed.

Activity details The details about each activity performed on the PC.

Status The status of the activity. The status is categorized as
follows:
● Success—the initiated activity was performed

successfully.
● Canceled—the initiated activity was canceled by the

administrator, technician, or PC user.
● Expired —the initiated activity was not executed by the

PC.
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Table 22. Device view (continued)

Column Description

● Failed—the initiated activity has failed to perform
successfully.

Operations view
In the Operations view, you can view the activities that are performed or events that have occurred in the Connect and
manage configuration, settings, or preferences.

The following table describes the information that is displayed in the Operations view:

Table 23. Operations view 

Column Description

Activity Type of activity performed by the administrator or technician,
for example, Remediation rules.

Sub activity Type of sub activity that is associated with the Activity, for
example, Rule activated.

Action initiator The username of the administrator or technician who initiated
the activity.

Start date & time Date and time on which the action was initiated.

End date & time Date and time on which the action was completed.

Activity details The details about each activity performed on the PC fleet.

Status The status of the activity. The status is categorized as
follows:
● Success—the initiated activity was performed

successfully.
● Failed—the initiated activity has failed to perform

successfully.
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Email notifications from SupportAssist
By default, SupportAssist notifies the primary and secondary contacts of a group configuration in Connect and manage.

NOTE: For alerts, email notifications are sent depending on the configured alert rules. See Set alert rules.

The following table provides a summary of the different types of email notifications that are sent by SupportAssist:

Table 24. Email notifications 

Type of email notification When the email notification is sent

Device registration When a new site is created and when the first PC is registered
with Dell Technologies after deployment by a Connect and
manage administrator.

Support request creation for a technical support alert When an issue is detected in your PC fleet, based on your
service plan, SupportAssist automatically creates support
requests. Dell technical support will proactively contact you
for resolution.

Support request creation for a dispatch alert When a failed component needs replacement, SupportAssist
automatically creates a support request to get the component
replaced.

Support request creation failed for a technical support alert When an issue is detected in your PC fleet, but SupportAssist
is unable to create an automated support request, based
on your service plan. Contact Dell technical support for
assistance.

Support request creation failed for an issue in your helpdesk When an issue is detected in your PC fleet, but SupportAssist
is unable to connect to the ServiceNow instance. Verify the
configuration and connection between TechDirect and your
ServiceNow instance.

Issue detected on PC with expired service plan When an issue is detected in your PC fleet, but the service
plan is expired.

Software update notification When a newer version of SupportAssist for business PCs
is available or when new features and enhancements are
available for the Connect and manage service in TechDirect.
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Retrieve SupportAssist data using WMI
You can get information about the state of each system where SupportAssist is deployed by using Windows Management
Instrumentation (WMI) classes. The namespace to access the SupportAssist profiles and classes is root\supportassist.
The information that are exposed by WMI classes is as follows:

● Registration status
● Support request details
● Alert details
● Configuration and entitlement details

This section provides information about the available WMI classes.

DSA_RegistrationInformation
Table 25. DSA_RegistrationInformation 

Property Property Type Description

InstanceID CIM_STRING [KEY] A string that uniquely identifies the
instance of the class.

IsRegistrationDone CIM_BOOLEAN A Boolean value that indicates whether
SupportAssist is registered with Dell. The
possible values are:
● True—SupportAssist is registered

with Dell.
● False—SupportAssist is not

registered with Dell.

RegistrationErrorCode CIM_STRING [KEY] A string that provides information about
registration failures.

RegistrationTime CIM_DATETIME Indicates the date and time when
SupportAssist was registered.

DSA_CaseInformation
Table 26. DSA_CaseInformation 

Property Property Type Description

InstanceID CIM_STRING [KEY] A string that uniquely identifies the
instance of the class.

CaseID CIM_STRING A string that identifies the support
request number created for an instance.

Description CIM_STRING A string that provides a description of
the support request.

Type CIM_UNIT16 An integer that indicates the type of the
support request. The possible values are:
● 0—any other support request.
● 1—support request to get support

from Dell technical support.
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Table 26. DSA_CaseInformation (continued)

Property Property Type Description

● 2—support request for parts
dispatch.

Status CIM_UNIT16 An integer that indicates the status of
the support request. The possible values
are:
● 0—any other status.
● 1—the support request has been

submitted.
● 2—the support request is open.
● 3—the support request is reopened.
● 4—the support request is in

progress.
● 5—the customer has deferred the

support request.
● 6—the support request is closed.

CaseCreationTime CIM_DATETIME Indicates the date and time when the
support request was created.

AlertDetails CIM_STRING The string provides details of the alert
for which the support request is created.

DSA_AlertInformation
Table 27. DSA_AlertInformation 

Property Property Type Description

InstanceID CIM_STRING [KEY] A string that uniquely identifies the
instance of the class.

TrapID CIM_STRING A string that identifies the trap ID of the
alert.

EventID CIM_STRING A string that identifies the alert ID of the
alert.

AlertDecription CIM_STRING A string that describes the alert.

AlertTime CIM_DATETIME Indicates the date and time when the
alert was created.

DSA_SystemInformation
Table 28. DSA_SystemInformation 

Property Property Type Description

Name CIM_STRING [KEY] A string that provides the name of the
system.

IsConfigurationSet CIM_BOOLEAN A Boolean value that indicates whether
the configuration is set on the system.
The possible values are:
● True—the configuration is set on the

system.
● False—the configuration is not set

on the system.
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Table 28. DSA_SystemInformation (continued)

Property Property Type Description

Entitlement CIM_UNIT16 Indicates the service plan of the system.
The possible values are:
● 0—Other
● 1—Basic
● 2—ProSupport
● 3—ProSupport Plus
● 4—Premium
● 5—Premium Support Plus
● 6—ProSupport Flex for Client
● 7—Unknown Warranty

EntitlementExpiryDate CIM_DATETIME Indicates the expiry date of the system
service plan.

Version CIM_STRING A string that identifies the SupportAssist
version installed on the system.
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Retrieve SupportAssist data using APIs
PC Management APIs in Connect and manage allow you to retrieve alerts, health, application, and security data of PCs in your
fleet.

The PC Management APIs enables you to view:

● PC alert information such as alerts type, commodity name, last activity on alert, description, and so on, for a specific PC,
group of PCs, and PC fleet.

● PC utilization information such as CPU, GPU, memory, battery, storage, and so on, for a specific PC, group of PCs, and PC
fleet.

● PC security data and application experience data for a specific PC, group of PCs, and PC fleet.

NOTE: PC Management APIs are available for the PCs that have an active ProSupport, ProSupport Plus, or ProSupport

Flex for Client service plan.

NOTE: APIs are not available for partners and their clients.

Prerequisites
To use the PC Management APIs in Connect and manage, perform the following steps:

1. Register and sign in to the TechDirect account.
2. Activate the Connect and manage service.
3. Activate the API service. To activate the service, go to Services > Get support and replace parts > APIs, and request for

an API key.
4. Subscribe to the PC Managements APIs.
5. Deploy SupportAssist for Business PCs on the PC fleet.
6. Request the client_id and client_secret from the TechDirect API team.

7. Generate an access token. This token should be passed as the HTTPS request Headers - Authorization= Bearer < token>. To
generate the access token, see the OAuth document available in the APIs Technical Documents.zip file.

For information about onboarding to TechDirect and deploying SupportAssist for Business PCs, see the SupportAssist for
Business PCs with Windows OS Deployment Guide available on the SupportAssist for Business PCs Documentation page.

For information about how to access SupportAssist data using APIs, see the PC Management APIs for Connect and Manage
REST API Guide available when you subscribe to the PC Management APIs.
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Features and enhancements in previous
versions

3.3.1.93
● Ability to perform remote optimizations on the PC fleet in near real-time without delays.
● Support to access PC health, application experience, security, and alerts information using Application Programming

Interface (APIs).

NOTE: API support is not available for channel partners and their clients.

● Ability to manage alerts in the Alerts page and through an external solution.
● Support to configure multiple external solution connections.
● Support to view driver inventory for a specific PC.
● Enhancements to smart PC update recommendations to keep your PC fleet secure.
● Improved indications for newly available catalog updates.
● Performance improvements, user interface enhancements, security and bug fixes.

3.3.0.436 | 3.2.0.87
● Support to download a deployment package for a specific site.
● Support to view the hardware configuration of a specific PC such as Dell part number, part description, and so on.
● Option to view and manage user permissions for each user.
● Enhancements to smart PC update recommendations for your PC fleet.
● Support to select up to 80 individual device models while creating a model catalog.
● Support to install BIOS updates on BIOS password-configured PCs using the Central Resource Manager.
● Option to export information from various pages as a CSV file.
● Option to apply PC updates at a desired time period in a group configuration.
● Option to modify the contact and shipping information before forwarding a hardware failure alert to Dell.
● Performance improvements, user interface enhancements, security fixes, and bug fixes.
● Retired support for Microsoft Windows 10 version 1803 and earlier operating systems.
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Resources
This section lists the documentation resources and other useful links that provide more information about SupportAssist for
Business PCs.

Documentation & Others
Table 29. Resources 

For more information about See Available at

Onboarding to TechDirect, configuring,
downloading, and deploying
SupportAssist on the PC fleet

IT Administrators—SupportAssist for
Business PCs with Windows OS
Deployment Guide

SupportAssist for Business PCs
Documentation page

Partners—SupportAssist for Business
PCs with Windows OS Deployment
Guide for Partners

Using TechDirect to manage your PCs
running SupportAssist for Business PCs

SupportAssist for Business PCs with
Windows OS Administrator Guide

Frequently asked questions and answers
about SupportAssist for Business PCs

SupportAssist for Business PCs
with Windows OS Frequently Asked
Questions

Setting up SupportAssist for Business
PCs

SupportAssist for Business PCs with
Windows OS Quick Setup Guide

Data collected from various components
of your PC

SupportAssist for Business PCs with
Windows OS Data Collected from
Connected PCs

Summary of recent changes,
enhancements, known issues, and
limitations in the release

SupportAssist for Business PCs with
Windows OS Release Notes

Using SupportAssist that is configured
and deployed on your PC by your
administrator

SupportAssist for Business PCs with
Windows OS User's Guide

Enrolling your organization, managing
SupportAssist alerts, and parts dispatch
requests in TechDirect

TechDirect dashboard https://techdirect.dell.com

SupportAssist benefits and features SupportAssist home page SupportAssist for Business PCs home
page

TechDirect benefits and features TechDirect home page TechDirect home page

SupportAssist for Business PCs
customer webinars, overview videos, and
self-guided demo

Connect to SupportAssist for Business
PCs in TechDirect

Connect to SupportAssist for Business
PCs in TechDirect page

Videos
● How to onboard to TechDirect to set up and connect SupportAssist for Business PCs
● How to view health of your PC fleet using SupportAssist for Business PCs
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● How to view application experience for your PC fleet using SupportAssist for Business PCs
● How to view security of your PC fleet using SupportAssist for Business PCs
● How to create remediation rules for your PC fleet using SupportAssist for Business PCs
● How to create and manage catalogs for your PC fleet using SupportAssist for Business PCs
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Contact Dell
Dell provides several online and telephone-based support and service options. Availability varies by region and product, and some
services may not be available in your area. If you do not have an active Internet connection, you can find contact information in
your purchase invoice, packing slip, bill, or Dell product catalog.

Steps

1. To contact Dell for sales, technical support, or customer service issues, perform the following steps:

a. Go to https://www.dell.com/support.
b. Select your location from the selection list at the bottom of the page.
c. Click Contact Support and select the appropriate support link.

2. To find manuals and documents, perform the following steps:

a. Go to https://www.dell.com/support.
b. Click Browse all products.
c. Select the appropriate product category and then select the desired product.
d. To view or download the manuals and documents, click the Documentation tab.

You can also directly access the manuals and documents for Serviceability Tools from https://www.dell.com/
serviceabilitytools.
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